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The Inner Jewishness of St. John's Gospel 
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lntroduction 
Both exegesis and dogmatics depend for their interest or point on certain rela-
tions to history- >>history« as an account of what happened in time. Exegesis seeks 
to interpret the original sense of certain prirneval texts, texts which bear upon the 
answering of certain historical questions. Dogmatics seeks to present and explore 
Christian witness and tradition in regard to certain clairned matters of history. 
My concern in this paper is solely with certain exegetical questions, questions in 
the interpretation of St. J ohn' s Gospel, and with certain historical questions which 
need to be asked conjointly with these exegetical questions. I have no concern with 
dogmatic questions as such, although obviously history is pertinent to dogmatics 
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and, no less obviously, St. John's Gospel could be regarded as an early dogmatic 
work. 
There are four historical questions, questions in the history of religions, which 
we need to consider in association with these exegetical questions. 
Firstly, did there exist in the time ofJesus hirnself such a thing as »mainstream<< 
Judaism? 
By >>mainstreamJudaism<<, I mean aJudaism within which (i) the Pentateuch 
was pre-eminent within the Scriptures so that its meaning was normative for the in-
terpretation of all other Scriptures, (ii) respect for the Law, including circumcision 
and marriage restrictions, respect for dietary laws and the Sabbath, and some obser-
vance of the Passover, was normative for J ews, (iii) religious Zionism, or adherence 
to the Davidic city of Jerusalem as to the City of God, the Great King (Ps 48; Mt 
5,35), and to the Temple inJerusalem as the temple instructed in the Pentateuch, 
was, along with faithfulness to the meaning of the Pentateuch, the hallmark of a 
Jew's fidelity to Yahweh, 1 and (iv) Semitic ways of thinking about God, truth and 
knowledge were characteristic in the way made clear in Section II. I do not mean by 
>>mainstream Judaism<< any group or sect within Jewry, but just what might be 
thought of as >>normal<<, i.e., not special in the manner oftheEssenes or the Samari-
tans, and not a-typical in the extent to which it drew on Greek thought-forms ( e.g. 
in Philo), but central either in the manner of the Sadducees or the Pharisees, or by its 
being undifferentiated. 
At the very least the existence of such a >>mainstream Judaism << is a plausible 
hypothesis historically, and it is reasonable at least to explore the consequences for 
exegesis of supposing this hypothesistobe true. If this approachturnsout tobe fer-
tile, this may itself lend some corroboration to the historical hypothesis. There is 
always an interplay of this kind between historical study and exegesis. 
Secondly, was Jesus hirnself a >>mainstreamJew<<? Or is it the case that one ought 
rather to regard hirn as initiating a new religion drawing upon Jewish elements, 
somewhat as Muhammad might be thought to have initiated a new religion drawing 
1 J Ashton, The Identity and Function of the Ioudaioi in the Fourth Gospel, in: NovTest 27 
(1985) 40-75 notes towards the end ofhis article that inJosephus there exists a usage of the term 
loudaioi almost precisely to signify what I mean by mainstream Jew, Jews who are faithful to 
Jewish dietary and Sabbath Laws and to the passover, and attached to Jerusalem not Shechem, 
and not Samaritans. This observation dispels Ashton's own puzzles as to how salvation can be 
for St. John »of theJews« and how >>the Kingof Israel« can be identical to »the Kingof the lou-
daioi<<. 
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on both Christian andJewish elements? The view towards which this paper opens 
the way is the view thatJesus was indeed hirnself a mainstreamJew and that upon 
this the authenticity of the rooting of Christianity inJudaism depends, the authenti-
city whereby in the history of religions Christianity can consistently be regarded as 
an unfolding of Judaism rather than as a new religion. In this way of thinking, 
>>mainstreamJudaism<<, as the core to which ordinary Jews in the time ofJesus ten-
ded, contained within itself the seeds of two rival or co-ordinate unfoldings, the one 
seen in Rabbinie Judaism from the late first century ref1ecting the tradition of the 
Pharisees, marked by the inf1uence of Gamaliel II and the settingdown of the Mish-
nah, and the other opened out by Jesus, perhaps prepared for by John the Baptist. 
It will be noted that if >>mainstreamJudaism<< did not ex:ist, this question of the 
authenticity of the rooting of Christianity in Judaism cannot be raised. 
Thirdly, by what hermeneutic of the Old Testament did Jesus see hirnself as 
having a vocation to way of weakness, privation and suffering, rather than to a way 
of power? That is, ifhe was indeed a mainstreamJew, how did he seethis vocation 
to be true to the meaning of the Pentateuch? 
Fourthly, how did ChristianJ ews in the first century of Christianity reconcile the 
monolatry definitive of Jewry witl1 the placing of the name of Jesus alongside the 
name of the Father, above every other name? Or, what may be an equivalent que-
stion, whenJesus spoke as if he were Son of the Father in a way peculiar to himself, 
how did he understand this in such a way as tobe compatible with this monolatry? 
How couldJesus speak in this way, or have been represented by the Evangelists as 
speaking in this way, without being in truth rightly regarded by Jews as having blas-
phemed, as having violated the very core of his Judaism? This is the question to 
which, I shall argue, St. John' s Gospel, practically alone in the N ew Testament, pro-
poses an answer. 
Again, in regard to each of these latter questions, there will turn outtobe an int-
erplay between historical and exegetical inquiry. 
In relation to the exegesis of St. John's Gospel, in Sections I and II, I argue that 
St. John's Gospel belongs squarely and fully within what I have called mainstream 
Judaism, addressed to Jews, and treating the Pentateuch as primary and normative 
within the Old Testament. 
In this way I setmyself to break the hold of Hellenistic and syncretistic interpre-
tations uponJohannine concepts and vocabulary, interpretations usually imputing 
to these concepts and vocabulary a Platonistic or proto-Gnostic character. Wehave 
increasingly seen the admission by scholars that St. John's Gospel is inf1uenced at 
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certain points by Jewish ways of thinking and by knowledge of Rabbinie teaching 
and controversy and the admission that the Gospel contains many historical tradi-
tions of an early date from Palestiman sources. But up till now these admissions have 
usually appeared only as subsidiary qualifications within a Gestalt or over-view 
which still views the Gospel as a basically Gentile-orientated Hellenistic work. 2 
My rival exegetical point of view once conceded, or at least viewed as a genuine 
possibility, St. John's Gospel becomes eligible as a source relevant to the answering 
of the third and fourth historical questions. It is at this stage that in Sections III and 
IV we come upon our most notable discovery, namely that St.•John's Gospel 
appears to throw morelight on these questions than does any other part of the N ew 
Testament. That is, St. John's Gospel throws morelight than any other early Chri-
stian work on how a J ew might see the suffering of the Messiah and the worship of 
Jesus as compatible with his faithfulness to Yahweh and to his Judaism. 
And this discovery, in its way, confirms the correctness of the vi.ew we have for-
med of St. John's Gospel as fundamentally Jewish in character, indeed as the most 
inwardly Jewish work in the New Testament, in addressing itself precisely to those 
two features of Christianity which J ews, on behalf of mankind, ha ve always felt tobe 
most scandalous. 
It is not that St. John presents an account of the pre-eminence of the Pentateuch 
for J esus, the basis of his understanding of his vocation to suffer, or of his understan-
ding of his unity with the Father, which is at odds with anything we find in the 
2 Exceptions are worthy of mention.j. A. T. Robinson, The Priority ofJohn, London 1985 
can witnessJ. B. Lightfoot, W. A. Meeks and others, and gives, alongisde a briefreview ofthe evi-
dence of syncretism within PalestinianJ udaism and the importance of the evidence of Qumran, a 
pertinent critique of C. H. Dodd, Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, Cambridge 1968, stating 
its limitations with unreservedness. P. Parker, The Kinship of J ohn and Acts, in:]. Neusner ( ed), 
Christianity, Judaism and other Greco-Roman Cults, I (SJLA, 12) (= Fs. M. Smith), Leiden 
1975, 187-205 represents a yet more unqualified exception, regarding the Gospel as adapted to 
Jewish Christians in the Roman province of Judea. R. Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and his 
Gospel, Minneapolis 1975 presents earlier evidence of the unbalanced character ofW. G. Küm-
mel's remarks on the roots of St. John's Gospel in idem, Inroduction to the New Testament 
(Trans.), London-Nashville 1975. But W. A. Meeks' remark that »In the past half century scho-
larly opinion has swung- once again- from regarding the Fourth Gospel as the most Hellenistic 
of the gospels to assessing it as the most J ewish « ( idem, >>Am I J ew ? " - J ohannine Christianity 
and Judaism, in: Nettsner, Christianity, 163-186, 163) vastly exaggerates. Rather the tendencies 
expressed in Dodd and Kümmel remain predominant: although the assumption that it is addres-
sed to Gentiles may be waived, the presumption of Gentile thought-forms is more deeply set and 
the suggestion of »sycretism<< within »Judaism« insinuates this merely in a disguised form. 
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Synoptics. Rather he presents a Midrash which makes intelligible what, in the 
Synoptics, is enigmatic in regard to these matters: a Midrash, on thc one hand, upon 
the Temptations or upon the themes in the Pentateuch picked out by the Tempta-
tion narratives and, on the other hand, upon those sacrificial concepts highlighted in 
the narrative of the institution of the Eucharist. I make no suggestions as to the 
redaction-history of the Gospel, or as to the role of the »beloved disciple« within 
this, at any stagein this paper since these issues arenot my concern. But I find it 
notable that St.John's Gospel offers us more clues as to how Jesus himselfmay have 
thought than the other Evangelists or St. Paul. (I usetheword »Midrash« somewhat 
more loosely than R. E. Brown.) 3 
In this light it will appear unsurprising that in thc carly Church there was no 
stage at which the three Synoptic Gospels were regarded as canonical without St. 
John' s Gospel being accorded the same status, unsurprising that it should have been 
so widespread, in Semitic as weil as Gentile centres, as evidenced by frequent cita-
tion and manuscript survival ( cf. J. B. Lightfoot), 4 despite the temptation to give it an 
alien Hellenistic or Gnostic interpretation. 
Thus it will emerge that the mostJewish workin the New Testament is also the 
most universal. The notion that the Messiah should suffer and thatJesus should be 
worshipped as Lord were the two key scandals which Christians presented to other 
Jews. Meantime, these, tagether with the scandal of particularity and the value pla-
ced on the body and on history by allJewish-influenced thought, constitute preci-
sely the things in Christianitythat are >>folly to the Greeks<<. Only St.John confronts 
all these issues. In this paper, I highlight his attention to the suffering and divinity of 
J esus. But it is only the universal perspective which St. John shares with Genesisthat 
can do justice to the scandal of particularity, equally scandalous whether it be the 
particularity of this man, or oftbis Law ( the Pentateuch) ortbis people ( the J ews), or 
of this earthl y species or stock (Man), this earth, or this galaxy, a particularity which 
it is normal to pass by as if unnoticed in the myopia of much theology and prca-
ching. 
l That St. john's Gospel was addressed primarily to jews 
In this, my first section, I wish to establish that St. J ohn' s Gospel was primarily 
3 R. E. Brown, The Birth of the Messiah, London 1977, 557-563 (Appendix VIII: 
>>Midrash as a Literary Genre«). 
4 joseph B. Lightfoot, External Evidence for the Authenticity and Genuineness ofSt.John's 
Gospel, in: idem, Biblical Essays, London-New York 1893, 45-122. 
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addressed to Jews, contrary to what C. H. Dodd (1968) and others have argued or 
assumed. Upon examination, as Bishop J. B. Lightfoot, Archbishop W. Temple, W. 
van Unnik, Bishop J. A. T. Robinson and others in recent times have reminded us, 
there are many elements in the Gospel which.appear to have very little point in rela-
tion to a non-J ewish reader. 5 He does not exclude Gentile readers, indeed many of 
the key terms of the Gospel might seem to have been chosen for their universal sug-
gestiveness, but his every argument remains Jew-orientated and his every concep-
tion shaped by Hebraic tradition. As Lightfoot put it, St. John' s Gospel is »the most 
Hebraic book in the New Testament, except perhaps the Apocalypse<<. 
To mention one of the more primary examples of this, one has the fact that the 
whole Gospel ( except for two parenthetical occurrences probably arising from the 
last and most superficial redaction) utilises the word »Christos« only as a title and in 
20,31 presents itself as being written in orderthat its readers or hearers >>may believe 
thatJesus is the Christosand Sonof God, and that, so believing, theymay have life in 
his name<<. 6 
5 ]. B. Lightfoot, Essays, 1-44, 123-198; W Temple, Readings from St. John's Gospel, 
London 1945; W. C. van Unnik, The Purpose of St. John's Gospel, in: StudEv 1 (1959) 382-
411; J. A. T. Robinson in bis posthumously published work idem, Priority, and in such earlier 
writings as idem, The destination and purpose of St. John's Gospel, in: NTS 6 (1959/60) 117-
131 and idem, Redating the NewTestament, London 1976, 254-311; Parker, Kinship, 187-205. 
6 The word »ChristoS«occurs as a proper name only twice in the whole Gospel, in 17,3 and 
in 1,17 in the Prologue, in what appear clearly tobe inserted elucidatory parentheses. Reviewing 
the Gospel in more detail, we note thatJohn the Baptist's frrst statement is »I am not the Christ<<. 
Andrew teils Peter >>We have found the Messiah<<. Nathanael confessesJesus as »King ofisrael«, 
a Messianic title, and »Son ofGod<<. Now, we need to avoid reading into the title »Son ofGod<<, 
either the implications of sonly intimacy with the Father on which I comment later in the article, 
or the associations garbered over nineteen centuries of theological exposition and dispute. T o a 
J ew of the first century, as for the Psalmist, »Son of God << was a title not improper to give to the 
Kingof Israel, at bis entry to kingship or at other times, as God's servant and representative. 
What was objectionable to the J ewish authorities was not the title, but any connotation of equa-
lity with the Father (5,18; 10,33). The apposition ofthe title »Son of God<< with a Messianic title 
in Nathanael's confession is found in Peter's confession in the Synoptics andin the confession of 
Martha inJn 11,27 as weil as in the conclusion (20,31) of the Gospel. 
Next, in 3,28 the Baptist witnesses to Jesus as the Christ, andin Chapter 4 with the Samaritan 
woman the titles used are the Messiah and the Christ, along with the moreuniversal »Saviour of 
the World<<. In Chapter 7,25-31.40-43, the chief question amongst the crowd is whether Jesus 
is the Christ. The Messianic significance of the bringing down of bread from heaven and water 
from the earth is commented on in Footnote 9. In Rabbinietradition it is said »Light is the name 
ofthe Messiah<<.]. B. Lightfoot, Essays, 150, and]ohn Lightfoot, Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae: 
Hebrew and T almudical Exercitations upon St. John, Oxford 1859), so that J n 8,12 would ailude 
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It is important to mention some aspects of the working out of this in detail. One 
finds reference to rival theories of the origin of the Messiah, whether from Bethle-
hem or whether of no known origin Gn 7), rival theories later traceable in the Tal-
mud/ and one will find that some of the miracles attributed to Jesus appear tobe 
ones peculiar to J ewish tradition in being supposed to be capable of being performed 
only by the Messiah after Moses. 
to this as weil as to Isa 49,6 and the other places referred to when the point is raised in Section IV. 
Andin Chapter 9, the embarrassment in respect of the manbornblind did not lie in the healing of 
a blind person (bothJesus' and the Pharisees' disciples are understood to have often healed the 
blind and castout demons, cf. Mt 12,27), but in the healing of a man born blind, a thing (we are 
told) not known since the world began (9 ,32), one of ( some say) those species of miracles associa-
ted by later Rabbinietradition with the Messiah alone (an issue I review later). That here may 
have been the rub is suggested by 9,22, >>His parents said this because they feared theJews (that is 
the Jewish authorities) because these had already agreed than if anyone should confess him 
(Jesus) tobe the Christ, he wastobe put out of the synagogue<<, (This seems exegetically more 
plausible than the suggestions in ]ahn Lightfoot, Horae Hebraicae, 326f). 
N ext, in Chapter 10, we find the title Shepherd, first locatable as title of God in some versions in 
Gen 49,24 but appropriate not only toGodas King, but also to any with rule from God, Moses, 
Joshua and David, pre-eminent amongst them (cf. Ezek 34, and behind it Num 27,17 on >>sheep 
without a shepherd«). Then we may note the title >>He that cometh« used by Martha (11,27) in 
apposition with >>the Christ, the Son of God«, the same as we find in Matthew and Luke when 
John the Baptist's disciples are sent to ask >>Art thou he that cometh or Iook we foranother ?" 
Meantime, the crowd is still debating whether J esus be the Christ in 10,26 and still in 12,34: and 
the context shows that, when in 12,42, it says that >>many even of the authorities believed in him, 
but for fear of the Pharisees did not confess it, lest they be put out of the synagogue«, it is pecisely 
belief in hirn as the Christ that is referred to. 
But now the struggle moves into its final phases. In 12,13 the crowd from Galilee acclaim hirn 
•King of Israel« on Palm Sunday. Pilate' s first question to J esus is »Are you the King ofthe J ews? << 
(18,33). And how does the Evangelist record the apostasy of the chief priests? They say »We 
have no King but Caesar<<, against which Pilate sets the record on the superscription to the Cross 
»Jesus ofNazareth, Kingof theJews« (10,19-22). In regard to the title »the King oflsrael<<,j. B. 
Lightfoot, Essays, 149 cites W. Sanday's remark (in idem, The Authorship and Historical Cha-
racter of the Fourth Gospel, London 1872) »the phrase is especially important, because it brea-
thes those politico-theocratic hopes, which, since the taking ofJerusalem, Christians, at least, if 
notJews, must have entirely laid aside. It belongs to the lowest stratification of Christian ideas, 
before Christianity was separated fromjudaism; and there is but one generation of Christians to 
whom it would have had any meaning«. 
7 This apparent weak link in the Evangelist's case, namely Jesus beingfrom Nazareth,is not 
ignored but harped on repeatedly: at 1,46, in Chapter 7,25-43.50-52, and finally in Pilate's 
superscription to the Cross »Jesus ofNazareth, Kingof theJews«. No reference to Nazareth in 
the superscription to the Cross is mentioned in the Synoptics. Nor isJohn unaware of the tradi-
tion requiring the Christ to be born in Bethlehcm (7,42): either he chooses not to reply to it 
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The question of whether or not there was any particular connection between the 
Messiah and the working of miracles or of certain special kinds of miracle has to be 
viewed in context. 
In the first place, the Messiah was never for the orthodox conceived of as a merely 
political figure. Rather, he was to have all the gifts we associate with the word >>dis-
cernment<<, and for this reason the Rabbis, who had never embraced the nationalism 
which had been embraced by many Jews from the time of the Maccabees and 
through the Hasmonean period, also lacked unanimity in respect of Bar Kochba. 
But, in later J ewish tradition, it came to be emphasised that the Messiah was nottobe 
identified by wonder-working (rather, he would establish or initiate a time of won-
ders) and it is not clear as to how this emphasis, so clear inMaimonides8 (andindeed 
closely in accord with the Gospels), became so pronounced, unless perhaps in a 
reaction to mis-shapen Christian preaching. Therefore, the need is to get behind the 
setting of the later Tannaim and their successors to the mainstream Judaism ofJ esus' 
own time. In regard to this, there is no doubt that the Messiah was expected to reca-
pitulate, not only the character, but also the miracles of the Prophets, above all of 
Moses. 9 
because of reliance on widespread knowledge ofjesus' connection with Bethlehem amongst his 
readers or hearers, or his reply lies in 7,21 »no-one will know where the Christcomes from, 
when he appearscc, a rival Rabbinie theory. The same stylistie irony appears in referenees to J esus 
as son ofJoseph and to his coming from Galilee, 1,45 and 6,42; 7,41 and 7,52. What ismostclearis 
that none of this could have any importance or weight except to Jews. (These questions are alluded 
to in]. B. Lightfoot, Essays, 152f,john Lightfoot, Horae Hebraicae, 303f, andin]. KlarJsner, The 
Messianic Idea in Israel, New York 1955 (translated from the third edition in Hebrew), where we 
meet record of the quite common eoneeption that the Messiah might remain without mark or 
recognition until anointed and announeed by Elijah. Mairnonides takes it that the Messiah will be 
unknown before his manifestation.) 
8 Moses Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Melakhirn (se. rules eoncerning Kings) XI, 3; trans. 
A. Cohen in: The Teaehings of Mairnonides, 1927 (= New York 1968), 223. 
9 The expectation that the Messiah, without destroying but only eompleting the Law of 
Moses and the work of Moses, would be like Moses, would be pre-figured by Moses, appears 
clearly in Klausner, Messianic Idea, 17f, and D. Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinie 
Judaism, London 1956. It was noted earlier as a feature of Rabbinietradition by]. B. Lightfoot, 
Essays, 150ff, who in this hirnself adverts to numerous previous writers, including Gfrorer, W. 
Sanday, Bishop H. Browne andjohnLightfoot, Horae Hebraicae, especially in parts aboutJn 6-8 
(loc.eit. 290-324). J. B. Lightfoot here also draws attention to passages inJosephus (e.g. Ant. 
XX,5,1 and XX,8,6).J. B. Lightfoot and Klausner closely overlap in their referenees to the Tal-
mud. In this way, W. A. Meeks, The Prophet-King Moses: Traditionsand the J ohannine Christo-
logy (NovTestSuppl, 14), Leiden 1967 rather contributes a mass of new and carefully sifted evi-
denee than a fundamentally new idea. 
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The Evangelist's use of the expression >>name<< isJewish. In addition one will 
find detailed acquaintance in St. J ohn withJ ewish law, not only in respect of, e. g., the 
requirement that there be at least two witnesses, but in respect of extraordinarily 
many other points. To a Gentile, references to the Law, to the authority ofMoses, 
and to Jesus being greater than Abraham,Jacob (vide 1,51; 4,30-40), andJohn the 
J. B. Lightfoot observes, in respect of miracles sofaras the Messiah is concerned, the expectation 
of the recapitulation of (a) the smiting ot the waters of the Red Sea, something one may inciden-
tally remark which according to Josephus was promised by Theudas in respect of the Jordan, cf. 
Zech 10,11, (b) the giving of the manna, the most attested case ( the reference to the expectation 
that the latter redeemer would cause manna to come down like the former redeemer, Moses, in 
john Lightfoot, Horae Hebraicae, 293f, is only one of many), and ( c) the bringing in or back ofthe 
Shekinah, the very presence ( as in the wilderness andin the Ark of the Temple) of the Lord Him-
self. Likewise, such scriptures as Isa 55,1 and 35,6-7 invited the expectation that in the Messianic 
age ( d) water would again spring forth freely as by Moses' action in smiting the Rock; and john 
Lightfoot, Horae Hebraicae, 310-311 indicates some of many allusions to the theme ofthe latter 
redeemer procuring water for theJews as Moses, their form er redeemer, had clone. This is some-
thing which St. John understands as fulfilled in the giving of the Holy Spirit just as the giving of 
manna is fulfilled in the giving ofJesus Hirnselftobe food, the Bread ofLife, merely prefigured in 
the feeding of the five thousand. 
The recapitulation of the works of the prophets in other respects, e.g. in, like Elijah and Elisha, 
restoring the naturally dead to naturallife, recur in teaching aboutJesus, but do not introduce any 
new principle, and so do not violate the view of Klausner, Messianic Idea, echoing Maimonides 
and early Rabbinie tradition, as weil as the teaching ofJesus himself, that the Messiah would not 
be distinguished by his miracles, in their natural aspect, surpassing those of Elijah and Moses. 
And the Messiah (like Moses, cf. Ex 4,20) will come riding upon an ass (Zech 9,9). 
Yet, although there may be dispute as to how far previousJewish tradition conceived even the 
possibility of Isa 52-53 being fulfuled in the Messiah (I discuss this later), it is scarcely plausible 
that the possible Messianic reference of Isa 26,19; 35,5-6 and 61,1 was not commonplace in 
popular mainstream conception. Therefore, there have recurred speculations that, besides such 
miracles being typical of the age initiated by the Messiah, some would be initiated by him, e.g. if 
not the healing of blindness then at least the healing of blindness from binh, if not the healing of 
the deaf or the dumb then the healing of ones who are both deaf and dumb. The prophecies of 
Isaiah provided evident and fertile ground for first century anticipation within mainstream 
Judaism, engendering expectations against which since late in the first century both Synagogue 
and Church, Rabbinietradition and ecclesiastical magisterium, have ever increasingly feit obliged 
to hold guard: wonders arenot as sucb the mark of the Messiah- but of this all the Synoptists are 
aware, but none so careful and explicit as St. John. 
In these connections with St.John's Gospel in view, it is notewonhy that Mic 7,15 was quoted to 
prove that the Passover would be the time at which the manifestation of Messianic power would 
be made (Lightfoot advens to Gforer), and that Pentecost was by the Jews associated with the 
giving of the Law, Ps 68 early becoming pan of theJewish Liturgy for Pentecost (!. H. Marshall, 
Luke, 150 fn. 175). 
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Baptist, as well as subtleties such as the concept of an Israelite »in whom there is no 
Jacob« (1,47), would have no point. The carewith whichSt.John'sGospel makes it 
clear that Jesus' body did not suffer niwwul, i.e. disgrace debarring from Jewish 
burial, would be unnoticed by a Gentile. 10 
In the meantime, let us realise that from the beginning to the end of the Gospel, 
the normal mode of address to Jesus is a Rabbi, just as it is in Matthew (without any 
disparagement of other Rabbis such as one finds in Matthew's saying ,, You arenot 
to be called Rabbi, for you have one teacher«, Mt 23,8). No complaint was ever 
made that he breached any Jewish dietary custom, and social intercourse between 
Jesus and non-Jews is represented as notable and abnormal Qn 8,48 and 12,20-
28). 11 And I surmise that the porneia of 8,41 (>>we arenot born of porneia«) meant 
>>We are not born of non-Jewish warnen" or >>we are not born of mixed 
parentage«. 12 
We shall see later the dominance in St. John's Gospel of essentially Jewish 
thought-forms and argument, more of a piece with Rabbinie Judaism that with any 
heterodox variant of Judaism. This I view as arising from the fact that it is primarily 
addressed to those whom I have called, for convenience, mainstream J ews, i. e. J ews 
aligned with Rabbinie Judaism and owning allegiance to metropalitau Judiasm. 
The argument of St. John's Gospel is addressed to what I have called, for short, 
»mainstream « J ews over the heads of their metropolitical priestly and Rabbinie Iea-
ders. The Status of these Ieaders is recognised: They did not Iack authority to act on 
behalf of the people, but, as with the rulers of Jerusalem in the times of Jeremiah, 
they made false use of this authority, culminating in the apostasy before Pilate » W e 
10 Daube, New Testament, 301-324. 
11 ]. Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, Hempstead 1925, goes into far more detail in marking 
unmistakably the J ewishness ofJ esus, not only in the respect shown for Jesus in some early Barai-
thas (sayings of the Tannaim, i.e. those counted as carrying authority, preceding the sayings of 
the later Amoraim, but happeningnottobe incorporated in the compilation, the Mishnah, made 
by Judah the Patriarch out ofthe sayings oftheTannaim), but also in the details ofhis life and tea-
ching set forth in the Gospels. Thus, for instance, the >>hem of his garment« which the woman 
touched whereby she was healed, in Klausner' s view (loc.cit. 364 and n. 7), is unlikely tobe other 
than the »fringes<< which marked the dress of an orthodox Jew. 
12 This meaning would fit nicely with Ac 15 and with Mt 5 and 19 about not putting away 
one's women except in the case of pomeia. Such a use of the term pomeia would dovetail with St. 
Paul's provision that the marriage of a non-Christian to a person who became a Christian could 
be annulled, and would !end itself to an extension whereby pomeia meant apostasy. (This is not 
one of the imerpretations of the term pomeia reviewed by R. Banks, J esus and the Law in the 
Synoptic Tradition (SNTS MS, 28), Cambridge 1975. 
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have no king but Caesar«; in deliveringJ esus to Pilate, their sin was greater than his, 
and it was because of their rejection ofJesus that it could be said >>he came unto his 
ownand his own received hirn not<< (Jn 1 ,11); theJews, notthe Samaritans, werefor 
St.John the >>his own<< (4,22). It is the feasts and Passavers >>of theJews<< associated 
withJerusalem, David's city, which count, not anything Samaritan, and it must lie 
with the J ewish authority in J erusalem to be the ones who reject hirn ( cf. Lk 
9,31.51-53; 13,32-35). The form ofdebatefrom Chapter 5 to Chapter 12 is public, 
making constant appeal to J ewish regulations concerning disputes and trials. And 
this public debate is preparatory to Jesus being put to actual trial and judgment in 
Chapters 18-20, and irnplicitly the Jewish Ieaders being put to trial before God and 
men in their action. 13 
Whereas for the chiefpriest to be represented as saying to Pilate >> Wehave no 
king but Caesar<< would have appeared to any Jew from AD 66 onwards as a mark 
of betrayal of J ewry and supremely ignominious in the context of the J ewish wars, 
AD 66-70, which ended in the crucifixion of innumerableJews and the destruction 
ofJerusalem and the Temple, to a Gentile such a matter would pass comparatively 
unnoticed. 
Il The dominance of the Pentateuch in St. ]ahn 's Gospel 
However, it is upon the J ewish character of the theology of St. John' s Gospel that 
I wish to concentrate in this paper. I shalllater exhibit as key instances of this, his 
understanding of the expressions >>the Son« and >>the Son ofMan<< and the light this 
Gospel throws on the Temptation narratives and the Last Supper. But in this section 
I wish to show the peculiar J ewishness of St. John' s Gospel in one particular respect, 
namely the dominant place it accords to the Pentateuch within the Old Testament. 
II.l Background of the Question 
Let me begin by reviewing St.John's useof the Old Testament in general terms. 
Looking at this piecemeal, one can note that allusion is made to every general part of 
13 In a trial before God, God the Father Hirnself isJudge, andJesus, perhaps, witness (Chap-
ter 8). And the trial before men (an idea present in Deutero-Isaiah and Hosea, echoed in the 
Liturgy's »Judge between me and my people<<), which is also a trial in front of all creation, is bet-
ween the Father and the Son together, on the one hand, and their people, theJews, on the other. 
Both are distinct from trial before proper Jewish authorities, according to the Mosaic Law. 
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the Old Testament. From the Pentateuch is drawn reference to Jesus as a prophet 
like unto Moses, to his being lifted up like the serpent, to Jcsus as the Bread from 
heaven, as a new Jacob or else as the ladder between earth and heaven (Gen 28, 12;Jn 
1,51), to the Holy Spirit as water (probably with an implicit reference to Jesus as a 
Rock), toJesus as the Saviour, as the Lamb and as Temple, while the I am-passages 
recall Exod 3. The conception of the servant of God, the lamb who suffers for the 
sins of the many, the Rock, the king, the light, the shepherd, and the vine, may be 
traced also in the Prophets. From the W ritings, as R. A. Barbour 14 has notably 
argued, the notion of wisdom seems taken up in the references to the Logosand such 
remarks as »The Father worketh, and so I work<< (5,17); and several recent authors 
have argued that the Wisdom-motif recurs systematically through the Gospel, but 
especially with reference to Chapter 6. In addition, as well as many subsidiary refe-
rences to the Psalms, we have many Son ofMan sayings, commonly supposed tobe 
thereby primitive in style and to allude to Dan 7 (a book which Rabbinietradition 
groups with the Writings, not with the Prophets). 
But this piecemeal approach is misleading and uninstructive in two ways. 
Firstly, it segregates passages in the Old Testament in such a way as to ignore the 
development of concepts and the natural interconnections arising from their origi-
nal context and use wirhin the Old Testament itself. 15 Thus the I am of Exodus is 
already given some peculiar import and weight in the Second Isaiah, in the Book of 
Wisdom (13, 1) and perhaps in some Psalms, long before it was used in St. John and 
in the Mishnah. The concept of God as a shepherd recurs in Ezekiel and the Psalms. 
The theme of water, present in the Pentateuch, recurs through all the prophets. No 
theme does not recur in the Psalms. 
Secondly, it ignores the structured use made of the Scriptures in Jesus' own 
time. And it is this that I would locate as the key point. I cantend that for St. J ohn, as 
well as for the rest of »mainstream « J ewry, the Pentateuch had an absolute pre-emi-
nence over all other Scripture. There is no trace of any derogatory attitude towards 
14 It was the discussions of Wisdom in R. A. Barbour, Creation, Wisdom and Christ, in: R. 
W. McKinney, Creation, Christ and Culture (= Fs. T. F. Torrance), Edinburgh 1976, 22-42, 
which initiated in me the train of thought of which this paper is a fuller development, and Profes-
sor Barbour's constructive criticisms, queries and suggestions have been fertile and encouraging 
through the whole period of developing the ideas of this paper. 
15 These interconnections are worth noting whether the relevant passages in the prophets 
were written in fact earlier or later than the corresponding passages in the Pentateuch- i. e. inde-
pendently of the extent to which the prophets were formative of elements of Pentareuehai tradi-
tion, or formed by them. 
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the Law and no setting of the prophets over against or in cantrast to the »Law«: 
Moses figures as pre-eminent amongst the prophets. 
lt is often held that the widely claimed and much evidenced pre-eminence of the 
Pentateuch amongst theJews was not established in the time ofJesus, and not pro-
perly established untillate in the first century. 16 1t is alleged in effect that all that was 
required in the use of the Old Testament amongst first century J ews was that the tea-
cher should so allude to the Old Testament scriptures, whether the Prophets, Wri-
tings, or the Pentateuch, as to exhibitbis teacbing as flowing from or belanging to 
the tradition in a loose associative sense. However, not only would this be quite 
unable to stand up to examination as the basis for any claim to authority, but in any 
case is does not do justice to the status of the feasts established in the Pentateuch, 
above all the Pas so ver, or to the status of J erusalem and its Temple, and the pre-emi-
nence given to clairns to expound the Pentateuch amongstJews in general. lt would 
seem that in anything one could refer to as »mainstream« Jewry, whether Galilean 
or associated withJerusalem, some connection between the exegesis affered of the 
Prophets or Writings on the one hand and the Pentateuch on the other had tobe 
apparent. 
It would of course be wrong to require that the connection be made in the rather 
verbalistic way supposedly required in later Rabbinie thought. For any »main-
stream<<Jew it was evident that the Pentateuch portrayed Yahweh as king, one who 
rules, goes before and fights for bis people (1 Sam 8,7-8.20), Shepherd and Rock of 
Israel, as plain as it was to Samuel and the Psalmist. lt would also be plain that Moses 
was portrayed as a Shepherd of Israel, and aJudge, although these things were said 
rather of Joshua and the Judges. If the term >> king<< applied to David, then it could 
seem unnatural to refuse it to Moses, although in general the role of prophet was 
preeminent over that of king, even in the books of Samuel and Kings; thus Samuel 
anoints kings and Elijah anoints both kings and prophets. 
Thus many ways of thinking could be regarded as irnplicit in the Pentateuch 
without being explicit, amongst them the concept of God as one who does not give 
16 Synagogue custom came at some early time to regard the Pentateuch reading as primary, 
and other readings as ancillary, expository or illustrative (or, it has been suggested, as surrogates 
when alien power forbad public reading of the Pentateuch). And the sayings of the Tannaim, of 
which the Mishnah, not itselfScripture, is a compilation and on which the rest of the Talmud is a 
commentary, are primarily based on the Pentateuch. It would indeed be instructive, not only to 
make closer study of the Mishnah, but also to know what prophetic and other texts were linked 
by custom with what Pentareuehai readings, or how much variation or freedom there was in this 
respect at different much evidenced times between 100 B.C. and AD 200. 
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his glory to another, and the concept of light as applied to God in association with 
the concept of glory, and as applied both to God and to his instruction (Torah) as a 
light to human living. Most notably of all the presumption remains constant, that 
reference to the Temple and its Holy ofHolies refer amongst earthly shrines only to 
the Jerusalem Temple, the Temple of the Davidic city, despite the lack of mention of 
David or Jerusalem in the Pentateuch. The internality of the pre-eminence ofJ erusa-
lem, the covenant with David, and the Messianic hope, to all orthodox Judaism 
despite the lack of apparent mention of them in the Pentateuch, presents no new 
paradox. In St. John the crowd is represented as saying »the Law has taught us that 
the Christ will remain forever«, although verbally the Law does not mention the 
Christ, thereby making a constrast with »the Son of Man« which is regarded as an 
obscure expression (12,34). lt belongs to orthodoxJudaism to suppose thatthe Pen-
tateuch somehow points to these other things, and to recognise the other Old Testa-
ment Scriptures as in these respects constituting a canon for rec.ognising the true line 
of fulfilment of the covenant with Abraham, Israel and Moses, in accord with the 
blessing on Judah in Gen 49,8-12. 
11.2 The key non-personal concepts from the Pentateuch in St. John 
My contention isthat St. John always takesoneback to the Pentateuch and to 
the concepts of the Pentateuch, and never relies on ideas that could be regarded only 
as drawn from the Prophets or Writings alone, and not seen as traceable even impli-
citly in the Pentateuch. I mean to exhibit this by example. His direct citations may 
seem to be almost entirely from the Prophets and Psalms, but usually the passages 
concerned ( e. g. Jn 6,31; 19,36) themselves refer directl y back to the Pentateuch and, 
with few exceptions ( e.g. perhapsJn 19,2, although even this is reminiscent ofExod 
28,32), the ultimate reference is always to Pentateuchal narratives, persons and con-
ceptions. And reflection upon the I am-passages, and upon the examples to which I 
now turn, leave it plain that the Pentateuchal allusion is constant, warp and woof, 
throughout the Gospel. 
One can, I think, usefully distinguish expository concepts and uses of concepts, 
from evidential concepts and uses of concepts. Out of the many concepts in the 
Pentateuch of which St. John makes expository use, I wish to pick out four of the 
groups of non-personal concepts used for particular comment: the Shekinah and 
associated concepts; truth; life and blood; and the Lamb of the Passover. 
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II.2.1 The association of Jesus with the Presence and Glory of God: Word, Torah 
and Wisdom 
There is the conception of the unity, glory and fullness of God, connected with 
the notion of the Shekinah, His presence. 
This conception is strikingly exhibited in the Prologue, which (whether it be 
added in later draft, or in the Gospel from the first) is a guide to the Evangelists' own 
understanding of the whole work in our hands. » The Word became flesh and dwelt 
amongst us and we beheld His glory<<: here we have the conception of the Shekinah, 
the presence of God, associated with the Ark in the Holy of Holies, the innermost 
sanctum of the Temple; a conception which underlies the reference to J esus' body as 
Temple, and which is with deliberate art resoundingly announced again whenever 
the formula ego eimi, I am (referring to Exod 3 and discussed more extensivelywith 
reference to the Passover Haggadah in Section IV), recurs- as finally at his arrest 
when its use makes those who come to arrest him fall back. »Full of grace and truth<<: 
full of grace, not like Mary in Luke's Gospel as the recipient of favour, but as the 
source of favour; full of truth, i. e. of the steadfastness, reliability, faithfulness, of God 
in all his covenant dealings. »No one hasever seen God<<: only Moses of the prophets 
spoke with him face to face (Exodus, Deuteronomy), but not even Moses saw his 
glory, but only his back-pans (Exod 33,17-33); this theme of no man having ever 
seen God is often adverted to in the Gospel. »But the only San, who is in the bosom of 
the Father, has made him known<<; as we are told later the Son, Jesus, speaks only 
what he directly sees and hears from his Father. So the Son is, with the Father, 
source in relation to us, sharing one gl9ry with the Father before the world was. 
In what may be an editorial intercalation, we are told »The law was given 
through Moses<< (Moses is here servant only), >>grace and truth (that is, the favour 
and reliability of God) throughJesus Christ" (not as servant or intermediary only 
but as source and so the source even of the law and ancient covenants). But whe-
therr or not this seemingly Pauline intercalation comes from St. J ohn or the >>] ohan-
nine school<<, the uniqueness and unity with God of]esus are made plain enough in 
other verses, e.g. >>Before Abraham was, I am<<, >>the Word was with God and the 
Word was God<<, >>I and theFatherareone<< (cf. Chapter 17), and >>TheFatherwor-
keth, and so I work<<. 
To the puzzle as to how the Evangelist reconciles the monotheism of the Penta-
teuch with the divinity of Jesus I shall return later. My present point is the limited 
one of advertising theJewishness and even the Pentateuchal origins of all the con-
cepts in terms of which the problern is raised, and to indicate the homogeneity of the 
Prologue with the rest of the Gospel in the relevant respects. 
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The reference to J esus as the light of the world is of a piece with this being regar-
ded as the enshrinement of God's glory. And here we may remark as an aside that 
the Semitic character of the Gospel is exhibited in the Evangelist' s avoidance of any 
abstract terms in regard to the Father or in regard toGodas such. Unlike the writer 
of the first Epistle of John, the Evangelist never says God is love or God is light 
although he says that God so loved the world that He sent His Son, and refers to 
Jcsus as the light. 
The reference to »the Logos<< in the Prologue has usually been presumed to indi-
cate a very Greek orientated exposition or apologetic. However, it appears that 
what St. John has in view in these references to the Logos is very much what was 
meant by » Wisdom « (R. A. Barbour) 17 conceived of as involved in creation in Pro-
verbs and in others of the Writings. The preference for the term »Iogos« could be 
explained either in terms of an intention to bring the concept of a creative word or 
command in Gen 1 into remembrance or in terms of a desire to avoid the Hellenism 
which had become associated with the word sophia ( the word phronesis might be less 
distant from the Hebrew conception, although this sometimes seems even to 
embrace techne or »art«: the non-theoretical bent of the Son's knowledge of the 
Father, seeing what the Father does and shows him, is often apparent in St. John). 
lt is also likely that the Evangelist means us to envisage the identification ofJ esus 
as the Word with the Torah. The waythe Word is conceived of inrelation to God is 
very close to the way the T orah has often been conceived of in relation to God in 
Jewish tradition. The Torah, one may remark, may be thought of as including the 
ground plan of the whole of creation, but in relation to mankind and in particular in 
relation to Israel, the Torah takes the form of the instruction of the Father to His 
people. The identification of Jesus with the Word and thereby with Wisdom will 
then dovetail with his identification with the light of the world, which lights every 
man, since the instruction or »Torah« of the Lord is often spoken of in the Psalms 
and elsewhere in Jewish tradition as the light. 
Creation itself, the act of God the Father, through the Son as His Wisdom, was 
set in the context of the brooding of the spirit over the waters. Indeed in a less analy-
tical vein one may remark that alone, amongst the Evangelists, St. John extends 
» salvation-history « ( as the history within whichJ esus, the Saviour of the world, is at 
work) back beyond Abraham or Adam to the very beginning of creation, including 
the Greek »Chaos« and »Cosmos« within history. In the Old Testament, this con-
17 Barbour, Creation, 22-42. 
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ception of an all-embracing history is most clear in Genesis (in the Psalmsand Pro-
phets, it is indeed the master of the earth, the heavens and Sheol who acts in the 
history of mankind, but it is less clear that history embraces all things). And to this 
sameuniversal perspective, the theme of the Spirit belongs: the Spirit who brooded 
over the waters in Genesis is breathed into the New Creation inJn 20; as psyche had 
been breathed into man in Gen 2, so that He who thus breathed the Spirit, He who 
called Hirnself the Resurrection and the Zoe (Life), might thereby give life, and 
Hirnself abidein those who believe in HirnasChrist and Son of God G n 20,31). And 
in the Son, the Spirit is not given by measure Gn 3,34), as occurred in Num 11. 
But Iet us return to a more analytical and demonstrative approach. 
II.2.2 The concept of Truth 
I consider next the concept of truth. Here I put, not a new thesis ( cf. the referen-
ces to >>doing the truth << in discussion of the Qumran Iiterature), but highlight some 
striking corollaries of the way of thinking concerned. 
Today, we think of truth as a matter of thought or speech corresponding to the 
facts, cohering with what is the case. This way of thinking makes Jesus' reply to 
Püate at 18,37 very puzzling: » You say that I am a king. Forthis I was born, and for 
this I have come into the world, to bear witness to the truth. Everyone who is of the 
truth hears my voice<<. There appears tobe a switch of subject, a total non sequitu-? 8 
- even ifMoses prophet, shepherd and judge, par excellence, be conceived as kingly, 
it can hardly be alleged that all prophets of truth are as such kingly. 
But suppose the concept of truth isthat of Old Testament Hebrew: reliabüity, 
faithfulness, trustworthiness ( cf. 3,33). Then, the non sequituris removed. » You say 
that I am a king. Forthis I was born ... to bear witness to the steadfastness ofGod to 
his covenant. Everyone who is faithful to the covenant hears my voice<<. Jesus as the 
Christ is king because he is the spearhead, representative or sealing embodirnent of 
the faithfulness of God: God does not flinch fmm the uttermost in the exercise of 
His kingship, His role as shepherd ( cf. 1 Sam 8, especially VV. 7-8). Indeed this line 
of interpretation invites an interesting reconsideration of the sense of the witness of 
18 Except for the association of being of the truth with heeding the voice of the true king, as 
of the good shepherd: and for ajew to claimtobe the Good Shepherd would suggest a claim to 
Davidic Kingship and even to Divinity, since Y ahweh was par excellence King and Shepherd of 
Israel: cf. »My sheep hear rny voice<< in Chapter 10. 
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Mark and Luke to Jesus. If in Mark or LukeJesus is a prophet, he is above all a pro-
phet who preaches of the kingship of God. The notion of a Messianic vocation reali-
sed in preaching or witnessing to the kingship of God is present in the Synoptics but 
not often noted in its paradoxical character: a king whose kingship consists in wit-
nessing to the kingship of God. 
Let us now go back to that other strange non sequitur, the one which occurs in 
the dialogue with the woman of Samaria, 4,23-24. >>The true worshippers will 
worship the Father in spirit and in truth ... God is spirit, and those who worship 
hirn must worship in spiritandin truth«. What is the term »true« adding here? 
Does it mean merely that the genuine worshippers must worship the Father in 
genuineness? This would seem either mere rhetorical flourish, or banally obvious, 
and would obtain whether the worship involves obedience to God-given laws tying 
the worship to a perpetual place, or whether it is worship as free as the Spirit makes 
it, breathing with Her entire freedom. I have always been puzzled by this passage. 
But if the >>worship in spirit and truth« means >>in spirit and covenant-faithfulness<<, 
then the unfolding of argument or exposition becomes perspicuous, as well as the 
relation to Jerusalem in the context of the covenant with David. 
In some subordinate occurrences of the word >>true<<, e.g. 5,31, » Ifi bear witness 
of myself, my testirnony is not true<<, obviously the word >>true<< cannot mean >>con-
forming with the facts<< but must mean either >>trustworthy<<, »reliable<<, or eise, and 
mostlikely, >>lawfuk 8,13-18 uses the word >>true<< in the same meaning, although 
seemingly differently applied. 19 
Jesus is also described as the >>true light<< and the >>true vine<<. St. John's concep-
tion is not Platonic ( as if to say that J esus was the Sun, the Form of which alllesser 
lights were sirnilitudes, and from which they derive their light as emanations or by 
reflecting it) even though such a doctrine might seem wholesome. Rather,Jesus is 
the »true light<< as the genuine, original, steadfast (not overcome) and universal 
Light, and the >>true vine<< as the whole and only Vine which the Father is occupied 
in caring for: for by his activity or naturehe pre-empts the role of alllesser clairnants 
19 8,50.53-55 may offer some harmonisation, or it may be that a different trial, of theJewish 
Ieaders, not ofJesus is concerned (cf. Footnote 13), or in a more carefully considered view, itmay 
be that, while the rules prescribed by Moses and the Rabbis' are not violated, in factrelationship 
of]esus to his Father brings with it an authority that transcends the rationale of the law ofMoses 
so far as that law concerned human witnesses without contradiering its judgements. It would 
markthat He who was the very Son ot the Father, while satisfying every demand of the law in 
Hirnself had an authority (of the authority of the Father) which did not stem from Moses, 
although in concord with what came from God to Israel through Moses. 
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to authority or uniqueness. Thus the conception of genuineness involved fits into 
the Jewish better than into the Greek perspective. 
But it is more striking to concentrate upon the freshness of understanding which 
a Semitic mode of interpretation throws upon the high or climactic Statements of the 
Gospel, e.g. 14,6, >>I am the Way, the Truth and the Life«. 
Of course, each of these terms can be interpreted in several highly edifying 
ways; and more than one edifying explanation can be given of what could bring this 
assortment together. But suppose that >>Truth« means >>God's unconditional faith-
fulness to his covenant<<, then what might we anticipate that »Way<< and »Life<< 
mean? 
More naturally interpreted, »the Way<< will mean »the law or Torah<< or eise 
»obedience to the Torah<< as the way to God, and the »Life<< will be that which is 
signified by blood, when the making of the covenant is sealed by sacrifice. So what 
we have is really the following: »I am the Torah, the Covenant, and the Life-blood 
which seals the working of the Covenant<<, or, more accurately, »I am the Way or 
Law of the Covenant, the fixed steadfastness of God to His Covenant, and the Life 
which seals the Covenant<<, J. Galot20 argues thatJesus identifies hirnself with the 
Covenant, in saying in the words of institution »This is the blood of me, of the 
Covenant<<, This seems over literal since in Exod 24 the animai whose blood is the 
Blood of the Covenant is not itself the Covenant. But I have here located in St. John a 
more accurate expression of the same insight which Galot was attempting to fasten 
upon. 
The Spirit of truth (14,17; 15,26; 16,13) is the spirit of faithfulness who guides 
men in what faithfulness to the Covenant requires. In this way the theme of 4,23-24 
is unfolded. Sin, righteousness and judgment, the three things of which we are told 
that »the Spirit will convict the world<< (a seemingly heterogeneaus collection), are 
connected through being correlative to the Covenant God makes (16,8). The con-
ception of the Holy Spirit as Paraclete is entirely Jewish or Iranian: the converse of 
the concept of Satanas the Adversary or Prosecutor in the Heavenly Courts, active 
in the world tobring about its condemnation, evidenced in the Book ofJob. I.e. the 
Holy Spirit is the Supporter of the faithful both on earth and in heaven, keeping 
them true to Christ and giving them the rights of fellow-sons, friends, or children of 
20 j. Galot, Who is the Christ?, Rome 1980, 105-108. 
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God.21 The concept does not derive from ecclesiology, contrary to a quite fashio-
nable view. 22 
At this point we are in a position to make the observation that there is nothing 
Gnostic or even proto-Gnostic or even markedly Hellenistic in St. John. He never 
says that God is Light, or Love, or Life, or Truth, or Wisdom. That is, he never 
speaks of God as such, or of the Father, in abstract terms, unlike even the rather 
orthodox Philo. There is no trace of any notion of God as mostreal and other things 
as mere shadows or similitudes. There is no dualism between spirit and matter, let 
alone any association between being material and being either evil o'r being more 
shadowy or less real. That is, there is in St. John no metaphysical or epistemological 
dualism of gnostic kind. There is no dualism between law and prophet, action and 
faith, matter and spirit in St. John. The earthly is indeed perishable, but not in any 
way unreal and shadowy or evil or associated with darkness. There is indeed an 
opposition between God, along with that which is of God, and w~at is closed to 
21 InJesus being our Advocate and the Spirit >>another Advocate<<, St.John is not espousing 
tritheism, even of subordinationist kind. The »We« who will abide in the believer includes the 
Holy Spirit within the unity of Father and Son, in rejection of the angelology whichJ. Danielou 
describes from within early Jewish Christology- an angelology which on occasion could make 
J esus and the Holy Spirit two angels amongst other angels. Wehave not two or three Advocates 
but one Advocate, God Himself, exercising his faithfullove through the Son and Spirit. (One 
notes the explanation »mercy-seat«, of God's throne, the place of the Shekinah above the Ark.) 
22 C. K. Barrett, Holy Spirit in the Fourth Gospel, in: JTS 1 ( 195 0 1-15 and G. johnston, 
The Spirit-Paraclete in the Gospel of John (SNTS MS, 1 2, Cambridge 1976 present this very 
common view: that the role of the Spirit quaParaclete in St.John is asthat which constitutes and 
binds the Church, as if St. John's Gospel was the most ecclesiastically-minded of the Gospels. 
To my mind, on the contrary, it is much morenatural to locate the use of the word »Paraclete« 
within the context ofthat early Jewish Christology described by]. Danielou, The Theology of 
Jewish Christianity, London 1964, wherein bothJesus and the Spirit were at times spoken of as 
angels. This tradition continues amongst the Fathers of the Church who always consider the Son 
and the Spirit as represented, as in the well-known icon, in two of the three angels with Abraham 
at Mamre, and the Son as spoken of whenever »the angel of the Lord<< is spoken of. In early 
Jewish Christology the Son and the Spiritare even identified respectively with Michael as the 
adversary of Satan and Gabriel. To conceive firstJesus and then the Spirit as first one adversary 
and then a second adversary of Satan, bothin the heavenly courts and on earth, would seem less 
sirnple-minded as a piece of exegesis. 
St. John's Gospel indeed provides the richest basis in the New Testamentfora cosmically con-
ceived ecclesiology, but the Spirit is not brought in like a deus ex machina in order to achieve the 
trick of transforming a congregation into a body. Indeed certain concepts used in regard to J esus, 
for instance the concept of the Vine, are much more straightforwardly ecclesiological than the 
concept of the Spirit. 
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God or closes itself against God, i. e. between light and darkness, truth and infidelity, 
life and death. But the contrast between the earthly or perishable and the heavenly is 
not the same. The earthly is notassuch closed to God- that death to which life is 
opposed is not just the perishing of the body, but closedness to the Spirit. 
The exposition which I have given of the concepts of wisdom, light and truth 
removes the theoretical or epistemic bent commonly associated with these terms in 
Greek thought, and removes any notion that for St. John redemption is concerned 
with an escape from shadows or from matter. Thus, what I have said removes any 
colour of plausibility from the attribution toSt. John of any quasi-Platonic or quasi-
Gnostic way of thinking. The home of St. John's Gospel is not in any imagined pro-
to-Gnostic J ewish circle in Palestine or elsewhere, 23 any more than it is in some ima-
gined Samaritan influenced circle,24 or any other heterodox, sectarian or outlan-
dish form of Judaism. 
I turn now to consider two key sacrifical concepts, i. e. concepts of things being 
made holy or setapart to God or for sacred use. In my discussion I assume here, as I 
do later on, in Section III, that a view akin to thatofJ.Jeremias25 is more correct than 
23 Robinson, Priority, 40-45.327f is right in repudiating any association ofJohn with quasi-
Gnostic roots such as Kümmel, Introduction, seems to favour. 
24 As to the allegation of a Samaritan heterodox theology shared by John and by Stephen in 
Ac 8, this supposition of Cullmann's seems far-fetched. True, Daube, New Testament, seesJohn 
as aware of the Rabbinie prohibition in AD 65 against sharing drinking vessesl with Samaritans; 
John like Luke hasJesus passing through Samaria, not making detours to avoid it; and the »Jews« 
at 8,48 say >>He is a Samaritan and has a devik But it is simply false that St.John's Gospelshares 
Stephen's view that Solomon's building God a house was a kind of apostasy: on the contrary, 
J esus regards the Temple in J erusalem as his Father' s house (2, 16) and he corrects the Samaritan 
woman by insisting »Salvation is oftheJews« ( 4,22). All relevant special ideas about Moses, e.g. a 
supernatural birth, Iack of honour in his own country, and an intercessory and redemptive role 
not shared by other prophets, are evidenced by Daube from within Rabbinie tradition, so that if 
John alludes to them at all (which is doubtful) he would not need to go to a Samaritan theologyto 
Iook for them. Moreover, John shares the attitudes of St. Paul to the status of the high priest in 
Jerusalem (Jn 19,19-23; Ac 23,1-5). In any case, the conception ofJesus as the prophetlike unto 
Moses seems to be one of the hallmarks of Peter' s sermons in Acts, not special to Stephen, and it 
is also a key presupposition of Matthew. Nor can any argument be drawn fromJohn's referring 
to Israel (as in the title »Kingofisrael«), mainly because itis plain thatthe »his own<< who rejected 
him arelsrael and are the Jews, and secondarily because, even in Matthew, >>Israel<< excludes the 
Samaritans, >>Go not into any city of the Samaritans, but only to the lost sheep of the house of 
Israel« (Mt 10,5-6). 
25 j.jeremias, Eucharistie Words of]esus (trans.), London 31966. 
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that ofJ. Betz26 in regard to the background of the Synoptic narratives of the institu-
tion of the Eucharist. I. e. I take it as more natural to J esus and the J ewish mind to 
take »this is my Body<< and »this is the Blood of the Covenant, of me<< as carrying 
with themadeliberate remembrance of Exod 12 and 24, than in a merely personali-
stic, i.e. not also sacrificial, meaning ( contra Betz who is followed by A. Heron). 27 It 
is an entirely secondary question in what sense for J esus and the disciples, or for the 
various evangelists and St. Paul, the Last Supper was a Passover MeaJ2 8 - whether it 
was such or not, it could and would still have reference to the Passover internal to its 
mearung. 
II.2.3 The concepts of Life and Blood 
The Life, signified by the Blood ofthat which is given by or affered to God, is a 
conception which permeates the Gospel; but, if the work is written by an author 
permeated with Jewish ways of thinking and proposing to address Jews, we must 
observe its more scandalous occurrrences. 
To us, the institution of the Eucharist under both kinds, so thatJesus is present 
and received under the form of bread and under the form of wine, has come to seem 
a matter of history and of J esus' command. 29 But to a J ew, whereas to eat the flesh of 
the Son of Man whether in symbol or reality might be conceptually of a piece with 
eating the Passover Lamb, to be commanded to drink his blood, whether in symbol 
orteality, in whatever sense, involved a dramatically different and more scandalous 
symbolism - as is very evident if we consider the place of kosher regulations in 
Jewish life, precisely designed to exclude the consumption of the animal's blood, 
thought of as representing or enshrining its life, and attributed to the Covenant with 
Noah (Gen 9,4, cf. 1,29-30, where it is only plants, in the original creation, thatare 
26 ]. Betz, Die Eucharistie in der Zeit der griechischen Väter, I! 1: Die Aktualpräsenz der Per-
son und des Heilswerkes J esu im Abendmahl nach der vorephesinischen griechischen Patristik, 
II/1: Die Realpräsenz des Leibes und Blutes Christi im Abendmahl nach dem Neuen Testament, 
Freiburg 1955 and 1961. 
27 A. Heran, Table and Tradition, Edinburgh 1983, 8-16, cf. 23-33. 
28 Thus, Robinson, Priority, 150 concludes thatJesus deliberately ate a non-Passover meal 
with some Passover characteristics. 
29 lt invited the Hussites to the materialistic conception that the reception ofJesus under one 
kind only was an incomplete reception, as if he were one part here (his body) and one part there 
(his blood) to which the Roman Catholic magisterium responded by saying that he was not thus 
divided or distributed, so that, though reception under both kinds was perhaps better practice 
(thus Cardinal Cesarini in the 1430's and 1440's), it was not necessary, all the while that, forunex-
plained reasons, for the memorial or anamnesis, the priest had to use both kinds. 
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given to man and animal to eat). It is no accident that the parts of.the Passover ritual 
whichJesus transmuted into the Eucharist are quite disconnected in that Passover 
ritual context. 
Moreover,Jesus' intended reference in the institution of the Eucharist under the 
form of wine seems tobe, not to the Passover or the manna, but to Exod 24 in the 
words >>my blood, the blood of the Covenant«,30 although the meaning may be lin-
ked via Isa 42-53 with the lamb whose blood is given for many. 
In the Eucharist, we take wine and it is transfonned into the blood of Christ 
which signifies and enshrines the Life he gives. No use is made of the concept of 
wine as a figure either for what we take or for what we are to receive whether rooted 
in the Old Testamentor not. The situation is quite different with the term >>bread<< 
which indicates frrst!y a certainlocus in the Old Testament (the manna ofExod 16), 
secondly the common bread or loaves we take for use in the Eucharist and thirdly 
the one Bread of Life, J esus hirnself as the food whereby we are nourished with eter-
nallife. But we have in play also a second concept in regard to the bread of the 
Eucharist, namely, the concept of the Lamb of the Passover. Tothis I now turn. 
I1.2.4 The concept of the Lamb 
The concept of the Lamb of the Passover must be in play in respect of the bread 
of the Eucharist as soon as this bread or food isspoken of as »my flesh for the life of 
the world<< Gn 6,51). 
The frrst testimony of John the Baptist to Jesus is to Hirn as the >> Lamb of God 
who takes away the sins of the wor!d <<. This, clearly enough, makes reference to the 
servant of God who in W. 52-53 suffers for the sins of many and is led like a lamb 
to the slaughter, and it could be argued that the Passover lamb was not a sin-offering 
and could not be in view also. However, the Passover lamb also has tobe unblemis-
hed (cf.Jn 19,36), is put apart for sacred use, turns away wrath (saving from death) 
and is a memorial at the time and for ever of deliverance from bondage. Plainly St. 
John viewsJesus' death as for the sake of salvation from sin and death, drawing all 
men into life (he is to be lifted up like the bronze serpent, and to die like the grain of 
wheat in order to bear fruit). It is implausible that St. John has a sin-offering rather 
than the Passover lamb in mind. Indeed, St. John provides us with no more of a 
theory of the atonement or of a propitiatory or expiatory sin-offering than does St. 
Luke in his Gospel and in Acts - and indeed neither, unlike Hebrews and the First 
3° Cf. Galot, Who is the Christ?, 46f.l05-108. 
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Epistle of John, draw on any parallelism with the ceremonies of the Day of Atone-
ment. Yet, for both St. John and St. Luke, Jesus' death still is >>for our salvation<<. 
J esus is Lamb of God by His giving of His flesh for the life of the world to be 
food. It is almost incredible that St. John should not have intended to connect the 
two ideas: of the Lamb dying for many, now given as food; and of the Passover 
lamb given as food in cmmection with the saving of the Firstborn of Israel from 
death. Again, if St. John's making the day of the crucifixion, not the day of the Last 
Supper, the day of theJewish Passover has any theological, and not only historical, 
significance, this has the same implication. Thus the discourse onJesus as the bread 
of life which seems a kind of Midrash on the words of the institution of the Eucharist 
is necessarily linked with the Passover, either through the Last Supper's being a 
development of the Passover meal or through its being intended to signify J esus' 
death on the cross as the archetypal Passover lamb, or both. Thus the discourse inJn 
6 unmistakably refers back to the Pentateuch, but not only to the passages about the 
manna, but also to the institution of the Passover, the occasion for the Passover Hag-
gadah (cf. A. Heron). 31 
II.3 Personal concepts and proof of Jesus' claims based on the Pentateuch 
I have enumerated the principal non-personal conceptions and images which 
John takes from the Pentateuch in order to expound the role of Christ: the Lamb of 
sacrifice (made sacred or set apart: sacri-fzcium); the Bread from heaven; the source 
of the water oflife ( the Rock); the Temple where the Glory and Shekinah of God are 
tobe found; the Word whereby God creates and works; the Light; the Torah or 
W a y of the Covenant; the fixed faithfulness of God to the Covenant; the life-blood 
that seals the Covenant; the brazen serpent lifted up to give life to others. 
But I have not yet drawn attention to the personal images or conceptions32 
which might be thought to be implicit or explicit in the Pentateuch: the conception 
of the servant of God, exemplified in Abraham, Israel or Moses; the conception of 
31 Heran, Table, 17-23. 
32 It has been argued by some that, when St. John speaks of Jesus as the Lamb of God, he 
does so in virtue of the existence of an Aramaie word, which could be construed as meaning 
>>Son« or as meaning >>lamb<<, and, by this means, intends to make a bridge between the Servant-
Son prophesied by Isaiah and recognised by John the Baptist and the Lamb of God who takes 
away the sins ofthe world. If this speculation is correct, then in St.John's Gospelandin the Apo-
calypse »Lamb« may count as both a personal and non-personal concept. 
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kingor shepherd; the conception of a prophet like unto Moses. With all these latter 
we may have the conception of one who at the same time, as one raised up by God, 
is the embodiment and seal of God's faithfulness to us, and also the (God-secured) 
embodiment of our (man's) response and faithfulness to G~d. The concepts of 
»Messiah<< and >>the Son<< have the samedouble aspect. Now all of thesepersonal 
concepts can give rise to the problern I will discuss later, in Section IV, as to whether 
they involve God's giving his glory to another, so there is not just one name above, 
but also a second name beside it also above every name: Israel, the Chosen, the 
Anointed, the Son. 33 The tendency in the Old Testament, e.g. the genealogies and 
the Prophets, to personify collectives is also found in Rabbinie thought and in St. 
John. As working out the vocation oflsrael, the Servant of God,Jesus hirnself is the 
true Vine (J n 15) which the Father cultivates and prunes. Rabbinie thought also pic-
tures the people, Israel, as having something of the intimacy with God that a son has 
with his father, as weil as following the prophets in identifying Israel with a vine. 34 
However, the key image, on which the application of any of the other images of 
the Pentateuch to J esus hirnself turns - the one needed, if we are not just to expound 
Jesus' person and role, but to prove him tobe the Christos from the Pentateuch-
appears to be, according to St. John, the concept of the prophet like unto Moses, 
found in Dt 18,15ff. The identification ofJesus with the prophet like unto Moses is 
presaged in the Baptist's denial that he, the Baptist, is >>the prophet<<; it is announced 
by Philip to Nathaniel, present whenever the expression >>the prophet<< is used of 
Jesus, and is implicit wherever Jesus is represented as the true light or the source of 
truth as in the Prologue, but onlyfirstmade explicit in public inJerusalem in the key 
passage 5,39.45-47, in its mostnatural interpretation/5 and also later in the same 
33 All these terms can be applied both to select individuals or to a whole people. 
34 This example of the Vine shows how the personal images or conceptions offered by the 
Pentateuch can later themselves be unfolded in non-personal terms, e.g. so that the people of 
God willlater be thought of, in its turn, not only as a Vine, but as a City, Temple, or Body. 
35 
» If you really believed Moses you would believe me too since it was I that he was writing 
about<<. Gn 5,46). My later argumentwill suggestJesus' understanding the whole of the Penta-
teuch, received as the instruction of Moses to God's people, concerned him as a fulfilment of 
every promise, type or image, it proposes: whether spoken to the serpent or to Abraham or 
Jacob; whether the seed of Abraham, the people of God, the covenant, the temple or the law, 
light or instruction itself; or whether the lamb or blood made holy in sacrifice in the sacrifices 
establishing the covenant. 
But, for the system of hermeneutics which, in Section III, I thus envisage tobe adopted and con-
ceived of as focusing onJesus ofNazareth, that is, on that panicular historical person, it is neces-
sary, not only that there should be some fittingor beautiful way of seeing (as it were a prion) all 
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dialogue (5,30-47) inJerusalem, as it is continued in Chapter 7, leading up to 7,40 
and 7,52. (That it is the same dialogue is shown by 7,21, refering to the miracle in 
Chapter 5). The same identification of Jesus with the prophet like unto Moses, is 
made by Peter in the sermon in Ac 3 and is strongly evidenced in St. Luke's 
Gospel. 36 
There is a problern here: V. 46: >> If you believed Moses, you would believe me, 
for he wrote of me«. How, one might ask, is Jesus to be recognised as the one of 
whom Deuteronomy spoke? The answer seems tobe this: thatJesus is not recogni-
sed differently from other prophets. Recognition is by the work of the Father 
making us recognise the prophet and who he is. In particular it is this alone that ena-
bles us to recogniseJesus as theHoly One ofGod (6,69). >>Hewho is ofGod keeps 
the words of God << ( 8, 4 7), and therefore hears the words ofJ esus as uniquely posses-
sed of authority as Rabbi ( exousia or reshuth) directly received, and as recognised as 
speaking through the Father's own witness to hirn. The sheep follow the shepherd, 
because they know his voice (10,4). The signs witness to hirn, but do not compel 
belief. They do not compel recognition from those who arenot of God, who arenot 
children of Abraham and of God, but of the devil (8,39-47). The Resurrection pro-
these types and images as realised inJesus, but also that there be some less aprioriand more parti-
culary based reason for identifying J esus as the focus. The instruction of Moses must not only 
present an Idea which some idealist or other man can (by his own powers or by graces or both 
together) recognise as realised inJesus, but an ostensive or historical pointer to none other than 
this J esus. Therefore, while all the thought of the Pentateuch may enlarge or bring to its full con-
summation or breadth our understanding ofJesus, it nonetheless remains crucial that Pentateu-
chal and mainstream Jewish tradition anticipated a successor and completor of the work of 
Moses. Such is the prophet like unto Moses. 
36 This identification is suggested in the Synoptics by the appearance of Moses, archetypal 
prophet, and ofElijah, popularly expected toreturn to recognise the Messiah, at the Transfigura-
tion, and the command on that occasion, »Listen to him«, reminiscent ofDt 18,15b, just asJn 
12,49 is reminiscent ofDt 18,18b. Luke also says that Moses and Elijah spoke withJesus of the 
exodos]esus was to accomplish inJerusalem. The restoration of life to the son of the widow of 
Nain recalls the miracles ofElijah and Elisha (Lk 7,11-16), and makes the peoplespeak ofJesus 
as a »great prophet« (cf. Lk 7,39), and it is this, in St. Luke's presentation, that immediately pre-
cedes the question fromJohn the Baptist >>Art thou he who is to come, or Iook we for another?« 
(Lk 7,18-23; cf. Mt 11,2-6). In the traditionLuke received,Jesus was a prophetand the one who 
was to redeem Israel (Lk 24,19-21). (cf.j. A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel according to Luke, I (AncB, 
28), Garden City 1981, 213-215). Marshall, Luke, 124ff also sees Luke, in his understanding of 
Isa 61, as envisaging Jesus as the Messianic prophet. 
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ves Christ but in a different way, not merely as a sign witnessing to him,37 and 
moreover, although it embodies the Father' s vindication of his Son, it is not in the 
public forum. 
The prophet is He that cameth, andin St.John's way of thinking is no different 
from the Messiah, nor different from the San (identified implicitly with the servant af 
Gad spoken of by Isaiah and referred to as the San af Man by St. J ohn himselD. In 
respect of these titles, St. J ohn alludes to proof from the Scriptures only in respect of 
the title of the prophet. The references to the Psalms in connection with the Crucifi-
xion are presented merely as confirmatory or consistent, not as part of the mainline 
of argument. Therefore to priest and rabbi, Sadducee and Pharisee alike, and their 
followers, the appeal is to the Pentateuch. 
T rue, within Rabbinie thought the identifieation of the prophet like unto Moses 
with the Messiah, the Anointed One, the Christas, i.e. the heir to the promises made 
to David (2 Sam), the Davidie King and Shepherd (Ezek 34), was not normal. 
Rather the prophet like unto Moses was supposed either to have already eome, e.g. 
inJeremiah (the existence of this Rabbinie view ofJeremiah is interestingly refleeted 
in Mt 16,14 although not in Mk 8,28), or else, normally in the person ofE!ijah, as the 
forerunner, and perhaps reeogniser and anointer, of the Messiah. 
However, no need of argument is feit by St. J ohn, or by St. Luke, for the identifi-
eation of the prophet like unto Moses with the Christas. Nor is this surprising, for 
while later Rabbinie thought did not uniformly38 develop the idea of Moses as 
37 Aquinas says that Christ' s death is the whence of our justifieation and the Resurreetion is 
the whither. That is, the Resurreetion is not just a sign of the presenee of God, working out our 
salvation, but is internal to that salvation itself, is internal tothat eentral working of whieh other 
things are signs. It is a sign and does embody a vindieation butthat is not its main role. (Summa 
Theologica III, Q. 62, Arts. 5 and 3). 
38 Meeks, Prophet-King has exhibited the extent to whieh the eoneept of Moses as king 
founds some development even within relatively mainstream Rabbinie thought, rather than 
belonging to more seetarian or outlandish traditions. He also develops, as does Daube, New 
Testament, and as had earlier Lightfoot, Essays, I SOff, and Klausner, Messianie Idea, 17ff, other 
themes introdueing a parallelism between Moses andJesus, or Moses and the Messiah, aeeording 
to Rabbinie tradition. 
However, granted the baekground of parallelism in ideas about Moses, the prophet like unto 
Moses and the Messiah, the question of the identifieation of the latter two roles was bound to 
become unreal or aeademie onee there arose in aetual existenee a eandidate for both. One may 
further remark that it is thoroughly in aeeord with the Pentateuehal traditions, realised in the idea 
of Samuel anointing kings, and Elijah anointing both kings and prophets, that the role of prophet 
was in seleet eases pre-eminent over that of kings. 
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kingly, and rarely identified the prophet like unto Moses with the Messiah, it instead 
did what is more significant: it regarded the Messiah as consummating the work of 
Moses, so that, without the Messiah promulgating a new Torah or inaugurating any 
new purposes not embraced already in J ewry ( the Mosaic dispensation is somehow 
for the sake of all men), he nonetheless in some way is pre-figured by Moses, so as 
( e.g.) like Moses tobring down bread from heaven, shepherd and rule them. Thus, 
such an identification constituted a natural development and did not introduce any 
extra new controversy between Christians and other Jews. Always the main divide 
between Christians and Rabbinie thought as they became distinct ( ~;oughly between 
the death of Christ and the dividing of the ways which followed the failure of Bar 
Kochba) related to the two different matters, fundamental from the first, viz. (i) the 
double coming of the Messiah, the frrst coming being a coming to suffer and die, 
associated with his kingship not, in his fust coming, being a kingship of this world, 
and ( ii) the divinity of this Messiah who had come and who was to return, according 
to the Christian view. 
Y et, in St. J ohn' s Gospel is this claim that J esus is the prophet like unto Moses, 
but surpassing Moses so as nottobe merely the forerunner, recogniser or anointer 
of the Christos but to be the Christos himself, proved? W e are led to understand that 
Jesus, like Moses, is a prophet of truth, kingly and a shepherd, an advocate or in-
tercessor for his people, supremely servant and son of God. But whereas Moses 
brought down bread from heaven, perishable bread, J esus repeats the miracle in a 
different style: he brings bread that does not perish, and eating which men do not 
die, and is hirnself the bread given. Moses brought forth water from the rock, water 
that did not remain, but J esus is the one from whose in ward parts living water 
gushes; i.e. Jesus is represented as hirnself the rock from which living watenhat does 
not need renewal flows. 
Then, finally, the claim thatJesus is the Christos is proved not by any witness of 
Jesus to hirnself (indeed he is represented as hirnself discounting this); nor by the 
signs, even the raising of Lazarus, for Elijah and Elisha had already raised the dead to 
a renewal of temporallife; but by }esus' ownResurrection. This is understood to have 
a different character from the resurrection ofLazarus, a character involving the Spi-
rit, and involving a removal of the power of death, constituting what was indeed in 
orthodox Judaism a sign of the arrival of the last days and a vindication by God's 
power of his servant,J esus. Against this background we should recognise the passa-
ges in which J esus clairns authority and power in respect of the general resurrection, 
or eternallife, as Messianic (3,13-14; 4, 13-14; 5,25-9; 6,37-40.44.50-51.56-58; 
8,51; 10,18.18-19; 11,24.26) and all the references to the theme of the Holy Spirit 
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as coming fromJesus as Messianic. Moses wished that God would send bis Spirit on 
all the people but did not bimself confer the Spirit on anyone (Num 11, 19). 39 
The theme of the Holy Spirit is present whenever the symbolism of water or the 
conception of being born of God appear: the being born of God in the Prologue 
recurs as the being born of the Spirit in the discussion with Nicodemus; it is with the 
Holy Spirit thatJesus will baptise according to John the Baptist, the word »baptise« 
involving implicit reference to water; and the discourses onliving water, in Chapter 
4 with the Samaritan wo man and after 7,3 7, prepare the wa y for the discourse on the 
Holy Spirit at the Last Supper, and the actual breathing of it on the Apostles in 
Chapter 20. There is nothing of course peculiar toSt. John in any of this. St.Paul has 
us all drinking of the same Spirit andJesus as the spiritual Rock from which Israel 
drank (1 Cor 10,4); Luke has been called the Theologian ofthe Holy Spirit, and has 
St. Peter representing the prophecy of Joel about pouring the Spirit on all flesh as 
Messianic. And the Messianic connection between the Resurrection and the giving 
of the Spirit can be noted in the Epilogue of Mark, Luke, and Acts as weil as in Paul. 
II.4 Closeness of Clu·istian and Rabbinie Messianism 
If we prescind from the scandals of the divinity and the suffering of the Messiah, 
and from the subsidiary matter of the identification of the prophet like unto Moses 
with the Christos, then we find in all other respects, a striking identity between (i) the 
Messianic expectation portrayed in the Gospels as common inJesus' time, (ii) the 
Messianic features regarded by the Gospels as fulfilled inJesus, (iii) the mainstream 
of Messianic expectation, in the time of J esus, so far as this can be discerned from 
other sources, and (iv) the shape of Messianic expectation perpetuated in orthodox 
Judaism. This last is signalled as integral to Judaism by its inclusion in the Thirteen 
Principles offaith, listed by Rabbi Moses Maimollides in the 12th century, a formu-
lation received by Jews as normative for all time. 
Christian exegetes have looked in every Strange place, in apocryphal works of 
every kind, in Hellenistic sources, in Essenism andin Samaria40 for interpretations 
39 Klausner, Messianic Idea, 17ff is at pains to insist that Messianic Age is distinct from the 
World To Come, since (e.g.) there will still be sin and the Temple; but the Messiah brings the 
Shekinah which makes the distinction of the two ages seem rather a piece of 2nd century Schola-
sticism. 
40 See footnote 24. 
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of key ideas on the New Testament, and have sometimes presented the Messianic 
expectation portrayed in the New Testament as a Christian construction, erected 
against a background of a scatter of Jewish opinions, none carrying special autho-
rity, and some even yielding two Messiahs, a priest!y and a kingly. 41 
For me, it seems very noteworthy that the Messianic expectation in which 
orthodox J ews luve remained fixed from the first century until the present coincides 
with that portrayed in the Gospels: such an expectation is unlikely to have develo-
ped in the political context of Judaism subsequent to the ignominy to which they 
were subject at the hands of the Romans in AD 70 and AD 135. The nationalism 
from the time of the Maccabees up until AD 70, from which the orthodox Rabbis 
distanced themselves, was succeeded by a period of renewed politico-theocratic 
Messianic hope amongst the mostorthodox (the Rabbi Akiba being most noted), 
only disappointed in the deeper and Ionger term degradation initiated in AD 135, 
when all Jews were expelled from Jerusalem. Therefore, this alone is the period 
within which the kind of ambiguity in Messianic conceptions which is evident both 
in the Gospels (in their earl y witness to early first century J ewish hopes and anticipa-
tions) and in Rabbinie tradition could have arisen- spiritual/political ambiguity. 
(After this, the spiritual re-captured its unqualified priority over the political for 
orthodoxJudaism, in this way paradoxically making evident again, in a key respect, 
41 One finds in Ben Sira ( Sirach commonly called the book ofEcclesiasticus) the conception 
that both the Davidic Kingship and the priesthood of Aaron would continue forever ( 45,6-7; 
47,22) and this idea recurs in Tannaitic sources (Klausner, Messianic Idea, 254.513-516), autho-
ritative for Judaism, but do not involve any far-fetched idea of there being two Messiahs, in the 
sense of the title »Messiah« constant through and canonised in.Judaism in their expression in the 
Principles of Mai.monides. 
Such far-fetched ideas may spring from the ambiguities inseparable from the ward »anoint<<, 
since it is not only kings but also prophets and elsewhere priests that are anointed. References to 
more than one singular anointed functionary have been traced in the Pseudepigrapha, e.g. The 
Testament of Levi (Chapter 18) and of]rtdah (21,2-5 and 24) and the Book of]ubilees (31,12-20) 
andin Qumran documents, e.g. 1QS 9,11 and CD 12,23. But because of the ambiguities in the 
idea of >>being anointed<<, none of these suggest any confusion of the kind sometimes surmised 
(e.g. in R. H. Fuller, The Foundations ofNew Testament Christology, New York 31969) in first 
century J.udaism. And such ideas have no connection with the idea of there being a military Mes-
siah Ben J oseph destined to suffer and die to be followed by the Messiah Ben David, a figure who 
would exhibit both a spiritual and temporal fulfilment of the hopes of] udaism, fulfilment in every 
aspect or overall and without failure: the speculations about a Messiah Benjoseph arenot nor-
mative for Judaism and derive most of their vigour from the intellectual challenge presented to 
the Rabbis by the failure of Bar Kochba (Klausner, Messianic Idea, 391-407.483-5 0). 
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the deep ever-underlying eommunity between Christianity andJudaism, eentral to 
the religion ofJohn as it had been to Jeremiah. Always, the politieal hope has remai-
ned amongstJews, reaehing renewed heights in the time of the Emperor Julian in 
the late fourth eentury42 and again sinee the Seeond World War, and always integral 
to Christianity, sometimes appearing in a Millemarist form, but always remaining in 
the ftXed faith in »a new heaven and a new earth«.) 
Thus, the portrayal of first eentury Jewish Messianie expeetation traeeable in the 
Talmud ean hardly be eoneeiv~d to have developed in any epoeh marked by a desire 
for differentiation from Christian tradition. If there is any diserepaney between the 
Gospel witness in regard to the shape of mainstream Jewish expeetation and later 
Rabbinie doetrine, it is in regard to whether or not the Messiah would be a worker of 
signs. In respeet of this, it is moreplausible that normal]udaism antieipated signs (an 
antieipation eritieised by Jesus, before being set aside by the Rabbis) and that the 
Rabbinie aloofness from (say) 50 AD onwards from wonder-working was a reae-
tion to the witness of early followers of Jesus43 than that mainstream Judaism was 
already fixed in the traditions eanonised und er Gamaliel II and Judah the Prinee. 
Aeeordingly, the shape of Rabbinietradition presents the most conclusive and irre-
frageable available external evidenee, frrstly of the historieity of the Gospels in eer-
tain key respeets, and seeondly of the rootedness of Christianity, not in heterodox 
but in orthodox Judaism. 
While this eoineidenee of Rabbinie with Christian traditions provides striking 
evidenee of the earliness of both, as it were fossilising a moment in a people' s 
thought, it leaves yet more starkly in view the point at whieh the traditions divide. 
The Jews, on behalf of mankind, set to Christians the ehallenge to understand their 
Christian belief in a way compatible with monotheism, or eise to know themselves 
guilty of blasphemy as weil as betray51l of their roots. To this, following in the steps 
of St. John, I attend in seetion IV. But in the meantirne the J ews leave standing the no 
less stark question as to why and how it ean bc that the Messiah should suffer, a view 
seandalous to Jew andin later tirnes to Muslim, and at odds with the fundamental 
42 R. L. Wilken,John Chrysostom and thejews, Berkely 1983, 138ff, explains how the resto-
ration of support to ancient religion by the Emperor Julian, commonly referred to as >>the Apo-
state«, created an extended period of exspectation amongst the J ews. 
43 Kla11sner,]esus ( cited earlier) portrays the Tannaim as scarcely influenced at all, positively 
or negatively, by J esus hirnself and his first followers, as if he had been a Messianic pretender even 
less noticed by them than by J osephus, a Messianic pretender known as a teacher and whose tea-
ching were known a little (and with some respect) through the friendly intercourse of the Rabbi 
Eliezer and Jacob (the James, spoken of as » brother of the Lord«, in the New Testament). 
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human recognition of the evil in suffering and revulsion from it, of which again tbe 
Jews in relation to Christianity stand peculiarly representative of mankind as a 
whole. To this I now turn, in Section III. 
Ill How could jesus see his vocation to suffering 
as part of the meaning of the Pentateuch ? 
Up until now I have directed my attention primarily to questions of exegesis, 
the exegesis of St. John's Gospel and not to questions of history as such. 
Yet two things appear little open to dispute bistorically in regard to Jesus. Firstly 
J esus acted, spoke and pra yed as if there was sometbing peculiar about bis person, so 
that he could speak not just as a prophet, but as in some specialsense >>son<< of the 
Heavenly Father. In section IV, I shall consider bow this was possible for a Jew 
without blasphemy being involved, and the unique light thrown by St. John's 
Gospel upon this question. However, secondly and, if possible, historically yet 
more undisputedl y, despite tbis sense of prophetic authority of a peculiar kind,Jesus 
deliberately avoided the ways of worldly power and kingship, of proof by wonders, 
and of solving bis people's earthly problems (>>changing stones to bread<<): instead, 
he chose a patb of poverty, privation and weakness, whicb in a situation of confron-
tation with the powers of this world was to be expected to be consummated in 
death. 
In this Section, I mean to concentrate upon this second historical question: how 
was it thatJesus, aJew, could conceive suffering as a key or, as it were, strategic ele-
ment in the vocation of one who was the Chosen Servant, the prophet, tbe Messiah 
or tbe Son, sent by the Fatber in beaven into the world? (The first question is as to 
whether there is any function for tbe :;uffering of God' s people, and then within the 
context of any answer given to this frrst question there is a second question as to 
whether the Messiab is to suffer. Both are mysterious withinJewish tradition, and I 
discuss the differential responses to them, e.g. ecboed in Klausner, in Sub-section 3 
below.) 
Let us be clear. Jesus was a Jew andin the frrst age of the Cburch, Christianity 
appeared as a variant of J ewish religion. 44 
44 The J ewishness of J esus, extending to dietary laws and respect for the Sabbath is undoub-
ted by Klausner,Jesus, 363-368.411-414, cf. 212-228.369-376) and even the orthopractice of 
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St. Paul characterises Jesus as born of a woman, bornund er the law. Jewry pas-
ses via the woman: it is not accidental that St. Paul should link these elements in 
Jesus' roots. 
It is singular that in none of the Gospels is there any trace of any accusation 
agairrst Jesus that he departed from Jewish law in respect of the eating of unclean 
meats45 or of meat with the blood in it. The limitations in his intercoursein practice 
with non-J ews areevident from the accounts of the relation with the Roman centu-
rion (Lk 7,1-1 0), his dialogue with the Syro-Phoenician wo man (Mk 7,2 4-30) and 
the difficulty- adverted to in Section I- feit byGreeks (not, I believe, GreekJews) 
in approaching him: they are portrayed as first seeking Philip who then seeks 
Andrew, before they gain access to Jesus,46 who regards their coming as a sign that 
his hour has come (Jn 12,20-28). It is also evident from the practice of the apostles, 
notably Peter, as evidenced in Ac 10 and Gal2. It is not very credible that the apost-
les underwent a revolution in practice, from being violators of the law when in the 
company of Jesus, to being strict adherents of it afterwards. 
St. Jerome held that the apostles practised the law in simulation only but was 
persuaded by St. Augustirre to change his view. 47 Modern exegetes sometimes48 
the first apostles inJames, who appears, on a reasonable view to have been sought after by the 
Rabbi Eliezer and others as a respected coreligionist and witness to the teaching ofjesus, concei-
ved of as a respected though not centre-line teacher, in the age of the Tannaim (loc.cit. 34-47), 
described by Maimonides as preparer of the way for the King Messiah (Klausner, Yeshu [4th 
Hebrew edition only], 462, n. 2). 
45 When in Mark 7:19 we are told >>Thus he made all meats clean«, the Evangelist by his 
form of expression makes it plain that he is stating what he understands to be a plain implication 
ofjesus' teaching, not quotingjesus' words or describingjesus' practice. It is plainly an implica-
tion which was lost on St. Peter (Acts 1 0) and therefore not an implication envisaged by St. Luke 
who reports the events of Acts 10 as fresh. 
46 Cf. the reference to Klausner and his remarks on the expression >>the hem of his garment« 
in Footnote 11. 
47 Augustine, Letters: Letter 82. 
48 Banks,Jesus and the Law in the Synoptic Tradition, appears correct in saying thatjesus 
never taught, or is never represented as teaching in Matthew or Luke, any systematic disobe-
dience or any disregard of the J ewish Law, but rather as regarding himself as like others of God' s 
prophets and special servants, as exempt from the Law when their special service required it. 
However, he does nothing to justify his claim thatjesus conformed to the Law or Jewish custom 
only in similitude or for the sake of advantage, e.g. in order to participate and teach in synago-
gues. 
It should be noted that the only accusations in respect of the Law itself made againstJ esus himself 
by the Pharisees were of sabbath-breaking and blasphemy. Although St. Mark says that Jesus 
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portray Jesus as practising the Law in simulation only or only for the sake of advan-
tage, e.g. for the sake of access to synagogues in order to preach. This picture runs 
contrary to the whole tenor of the teaching of the Synoptic Gospels and Acts, and 
the historical tradition they embody.Jesus is not represented as founding a new reli-
gion but as bringing to fulfilment the already given revelation to the J ews, centred on 
the Pentateuch and on the Davidic city of Jerusalem. As Jesus is represented as 
saying to the Samaritan wo man ( 4,22), for early Christians it remained that »Salva-
tion is of the Jews«. 
Accordingly, Iet us take it that we have a man, born of woman, circumcised on 
the eighth day, brought up in a !arge household,49 at his twelfth year attested as 
coming to adulthood as a J ew, and thereafter accompanying his parents each year to 
the Passover inJerusalem, and meantime reared in his home, in the synagogue, and 
in the Haggadahat Passover, in knowledge of the Scriptures. Wehave this man, 
already as a boy aware of the Father in a peculiarly intimate way, so as thereby to 
know without doubt his authority from the Father as His Father' s Son sent into the 
world, and therefore knowing, without uncertainty, that He must be »the prophet«, 
»the Messiah«, >>the Chosen Servant«, as he discovers these spoken of in the Scrip-
tures or in Rabbinical tradition, so that whatever is written in these sources in 
respect of the bearer of these titles falls on him. How does this man k.now what, as 
this prophet, this Anointed One or Messiah, this Servant, he must do? By what line 
of reflection upon the Scriptures can he see, Iet alone others see, that the Christ must 
suffer and only thus enter into his glory? 
As an orthodox J ew, by whatline of reflection can it become evidentto him even 
from the Scrpturesthat the Messiah is not called to an earthly kingship, freeing Israel 
from the Romans, and establishing it, paramount among the nations ( albeit para-
irnplied that all meats were clean,Jesus is never represemed as saying this and was never accused 
of any violation of dietary regulations, and we observed earlier, in Section I, other aspects of the 
Jewishness of Jesus made so unmistakable in Klausner (see Footnote 11). 
49 In speaking ofJesus as belanging to a !arge household, I am taking the view of]. McHugh, 
The Mother of Jesus in the New Testament, London 1975 according to which the brothers and 
sisters of Jesus spoken of in the New Testament were foster children in the household, presu-
mably as the result ofthe death oftheir fathers.James andJoses appearto be sons of a Mary, des-
cribed sometirnes as of James, sometimes as of James andjoses, and sometirnes as of Clopas. It 
appears from Hegesippus that the Sirnon concerned may have been a cousin of theJames descri-
bed as the brother of the Lord, head of the church inJerusalem before his martyrdom in AD 62, 
when this Sirnon succeeded hirn. 
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mount in representing peace and honour), proving his role and Israel's role by 
extraordinary signs, and using power from God to fulfil men's temporal needs? 
Every Jew indeed should assent to the principle >>Seek ye first the Kingdom of God 
and His righteousness, and all things shall be added to you«, and recognise failure to 
put God first as bringing with it Divine vengeance and punishrnent, not in man's 
power to escape. But how, from theJewish Scriptures, could anyman come to envi-
sage it as certain that he who seeks first the Kingdom of God will first suffer, a suffe-
ring mysterious, and not a punishrnent for his own sins or those ofhis fathers: suffe-
ring as the necessary path to be followed, a suffering that is not a punishment, but 
which even has a positive function in relation to the sal vation, not onl y of Israel, but 
of mankind as a whole ? 
Once such a thing is discerned as deep to Scripture as a whole, then after this he 
and any other true followers inJewish tradition can discover a multitude of proof 
textsandindividual parts of Scripture illustrating, confirming or highlighting it. But 
unless these things can frrst be discerned as deep to Scripture, I mean Old Testament 
Scripture, as a whole, there is no wa y in which a J ew or any man can know that the 
suggested interpretation of these proof textsandindividual sections ( e.g. of Isa 52-
53; Zech 13,7; various Psalms andJob) is acceptable. If a tradition is given establis-
hing this way of interpretation, the scribe or steward can apply the texts in accord 
with it (Mt 13,52), but inJesus' time, this traditionwas not yet given, or atleast not 
yet established in clarity. 50 How then could a man, a Jew, discern this way of int-
erpretation as the authentic one, and other men,Jews and non-Jews, recognise it as 
thus authentic? 
Therefore, the Messianic interpretation of such passages as I have instanced 
could, as I argued in Section II, only be viewed as true to the main thrust of God's 
teaching to the J ews, rather than merely quirkish, if they were capable of being vie-
wed by a Jew as proper unfoldings of the teaching of the Pentateuch. 
III.l The Evidence of the Synoptic Gospels 
Let us begin by considering the tantalisingly scanty evidence to be found in the 
Synoptic Gospels as to the basis of J esus' understanding of the style of his mission. 
The passages illustrative ofJesus' understanding of hirnself as having a vocation 
to privation and suffering, include the references to his having no place to lay his 
50 Oscar Cullman's account of development: idem, Salvation in History, 88-92.97-
100.122-125. 
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head, the predictions of his passion, bis reference to his death as a baptism (Mk 
10,39) the passages referring to his giving his life as a ransom for many, to accom-
plishing a death inJerusalem (Lk 9,31; 9,53; 13,33), and striking the shepherd (Mk 
14,27). Allthese presuppose rather than vindicate the suffering servant conception 
as does the »shed for you and for manyfor the remissionof sins« in the institutionof 
the Eucharist. It has been alleged that the concept of Son of Man was intended by 
Jesus tobring together the ideas ofisrael as the elect of God and the suffering servant, 
but this is little evidenced outside the Gospels in the first century and therefore could 
offer no proof for aJew that the lot of the Messiah included suffering. The »Get thee 
behind me, Satan<<, spoken when Peter rebukedJesus for declaring that he was to 
suffer and die, presupposes the Temptation narrative in the background, and also 
presupposes, what is yet tobe explained, that the Messiah >>needed to suffer in order 
to enter his glory« (Lk 24,44-47; cf. Ac 3,18-24; 17,3; 26,24-25; 28,23; 1 Pet 
1,11 ). As we have said what is required is some indication of this, not just from the 
Prophetsand the Psalms or other Writings, but also from the Pentateuch or »Law« 
itself. In any case, the suffering servant passages in Isaiah, do not, in isolation, do 
anything to explain why suffering should have a positive function, or toset it in an 
adequately wide perspective. 
The only clues offered by the Synoptic Gospels as to how Jesus precisely qua a 
jew came to see the suffering either of God' s son, Israel, or of the Messiah, as rooted 
in the meaning of the Pentateuch is provided by the T emptation narratives and by 
the words of institution of the Eucharist. (See my comments in Section II. 2.2, 2.4, 
arising from A. Heron). 51 
N ow, ifwe look at the Temptation narratives, we find in each case J esus' reply to 
Satanturns on a proof-text from Deuteronomy. But I luve said that what matters 
for the rightness of the interpretation of a proof-text is the extent to which this int-
erpretation can be seen as penetrating to the root Scripture as an organic whole, 
organic (that is) in relation to the structured way Israel or the Covenant-community 
holds it. In respect to the matter of the whole shape of the vocation of him who is 
sent bythe Father, this is obviously ofkey importance.Jesus is nottobe understood 
as sniping at the Devil with isolated texts, but giving expression in his using of these 
texts to a whole interpretation of Sacred History. But what such an interpretation 
might be the Synoptics do nothing directly to tell us. 
The other key passag es in the Synoptics in relation to Jesus' vocation to suffering 
are in the words ofinstitution ofthe Eucharist. Thewords »my bodygivenfor you« 
51 Cf. Footnote 27. 
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have no sense but are unintelligible, unless it be supposed thatJesus in using them int-
ended to apply to himse/fthe image of the Lamb of the Passover (referring to Exod 
12) and to present hirnself in the form of bread, thereby bringing a reference to the 
manna from heaven (Exod 16). The sacrifice of the Lamb was connected with the 
saving of the firstborn of Israel and the rescue of the whole people from bondage to 
the Egyptians. Jesus' death is to save the world from the empire of sin and death. The 
words »my Blood of the Covenant, which is shed for you and for the remission of 
sins<< unmistakably derive their sense from a reference to the sacrificial blood which 
sealed the covenant between God and His people (Exod 24), and not only to Isa 53. 
The Blood of Jesus is the Life sealing the Covenant between God and His new 
people, and the universal people indwelt by the Spirit. 
It appears that, ifJ esus did not, hirnself, in his own thinlung, use as an hermeneu-
tical principle, the principle that the sacrificial system of the Pentateuch is to be 
understood as presenting figures of the sacrificing of the true Israeltobring about the 
salvation of all men, the narrative of the Last Supper makes no sense. However such 
a principle is never stated in the Synoptics. J esus is represented as making rich use of 
the Pentateuch, in his summary of the Law, in his deepening of the sense of Ten 
Commandments, in his teaching on divorce and the resurrection, as weil as ir1 the 
Temptation narratives. But, if an identification of his body with the temple is irnpli-
cit, it is not explicit in the Synoptics. And no such general hermeneutical principle as 
I mentioned is ever deliberately pointed to by the Evangelists. 
III.2 Insights oHered by St. John's Gospel 
Against this background, Iet us now consider St. John's Gospel. 
What we meet with includes, Iet us pickthisout first, the conception of the bread 
that perishes and sustains those who eat it temporarily, so that the next day they will 
need some more, and which in any case only sustains mundane life; then consider 
the water which needs replenishing, and again does not give eternallife; and so with 
everything of the flesh- even the Temple is destructible, indeed had been destroyed 
twice, and would in a short time be destroyed again. And, of a piece with this, Iet us 
note next, we have the statement »my kingship is not of this world «: that is, it is not 
like earthly kingship which changes hands when men die, and which rests on the 
security of human power, so that kings' servants fight for it (18,36), and on human 
fidelity, neither adequate nor reliable, an earthly kingshiptobe rejected as inJn 6, 
and referred to in these terms to Pilate »If my kingship were of this world, then 
would my subjects fight«. 
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Now all this can be seen as a line of reflection upon the Old Testament- the 
temporariness of the manna, and the water from thc rock, the oppression of the 
Egyptians being followed by those of the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the successors 
of Alexander, and the Romans: to that the Exodus did not secure Israel from exile. 
Note the saying of God to Samuel when the people asked for a king: » They have not 
rejected you, but they have rejected me from being king ovcr them« (1 Sam 8,7). 
God relents and Iets them have a king, and then goes further than they anticipatcd-
disclosing His underlying plan, evcr understanding man through and through- in 
promising to David that this kingship would have a role in His, God's, final plan, 
not to be superseded. But this will not be the place in His plan that kingship might 
have for those who desired tobe like other nations- because He does not mean thc 
Jews to be as other nations. 
So the prophecies ofJ eremiah and Ezekiel, placing the future of the true servants 
of Israel, not with the kings or the people at that time inJerusalem, but with the exi-
les, are of a piece with this saying to Samuel- and of a piece with the meaning of the 
Pentateuch, for Yahweh hirnself is the Rock and Shepherd of Isr.ael who governs 
them, goes out before them, and fights their batdes (1 Sam 8,20). So, the kingship 
which is not transitory, limited, and yielding anyway onlytemporal benefits, is only 
the kingship of God Himself. 
Next, let us observe the care with which St. John represents Jesus as avoiding 
the way of compelling belief by wonders and speaks of miracles only as signs. The 
signs wrought by J esus are the wor ks whereby the Father witnesses to His Son, each 
sign having sevcrallevels of significance, none being wrought simply in order to 
cause belief, none compelling belief, none being wrought for its own sake, without a 
context, prepared by the Father, inviting it. A sign is a manifestation ofJesus' glory, 
a glory inseparable from his Father's glory. There can therefore be no miracle or sign 
which attestsJesus without there being an underlying purpose intrinsic to it, namely 
the manifestation of the Father. 52 The signs performed in Jerusalem are few and 
peculiar- first, those associated with the cleansing of the Temple, and after that 
only, the healing on the Sabbath (Chapter 5, referred to as >>the one deed<< in 7,21), 
the healing of the man born blind, and the raising of Lazarus- all geared to the role 
52 It is because of this that there is no recurrence to the idea, occurring in the Synoptics as one 
of the three Temptations, of J esus throwing hirnself down from the temple, an idea which recurs 
in the accounts recalled by Eusebius of the martyrdom of »james the Just«, the James who is 
noted by Klausner as respectfully sought after in the period of the early Tannaim as a witness to 
the teachings of J esus ( cf. Footnote 44). 
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ofJerusalem as the locus of the trial on authority, and all of them loaded with pos-
sible Messianic significance. 53 
In this way, St. John oHers a striking Midrash on the Temptations or on the 
points on which the Temptation narratives turn, making intelligible and even exhi-
biting the appropriateness of each ofJesus' terse answers to the devil. The refusal to 
turn stones into bread is backed by the whole discourse on the bread that perisheth; 
the refusal of earthl y power represented by Matthew und Luke as in Satan' s hand to 
oHer is filled out by St. John's references to Satanas the ruler of this world, toJesus' 
refusal tobe made king by the crowd, and to hisanswer to Pilate. Indeed, the whole 
Gospel could be considered as a commentary or Midrash on the text »thou shalt 
worship the Lord thy God and Hirn only shalt thou serve«. Indeed, as I observed 
earlier, it puts a new light on the phrase »the kingship of God« as it occurs through-
out Mark and Luke. Mark and Luke representJ esus as the Messiah, inheritor of the 
promises to David: this Davidic king is one who preaches precisely, not his own 
kingship, as such, but the kingship of God. 
And what is the Satanic sin? lt is refusal to trust God and his covenants, and pre-
ferring to trust that which is fleshly or in one's own control: the apple which Eve 
and Adam took for the sake of a knowledge in their own hands; the manna kept 
overnight, lest there be no manna the next day; the reliance on the largeness of one's 
earthly political resources, rather than inhaving God on one's side by being onHis 
side, faithful to Hirn. The Evangelist St. J ohn or ( as Dodd suggests in his Commen-
tary on the Epistles of John) a Greek disciple of bis in the frrst »Epistle of John<< 
(2,15-17) gives this comment or Midrashon thetemptation to Eve (Gen 3,6): »Do 
not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, love for the 
Father is not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh and the lust of the 
eyes and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world. And the world pas-
ses away, and the Iust of it; but he who does the will of God abides for ever«. The 
name Satan occurs in Zech 3,1-2 and otherwise only in the Writings, primarily in 
Job and Chronicles, but everything istherein genotype in the Pentateuch: in the ser-
pent, the temptation, the fall, the implication of redemption, in the promise that the 
seed of the woman would not be ruled by the serpent but at enmity with hirn. 
But now against the background of the recurrent poverty, privations, afflictions 
and persecutions of Israel and especially the just of Israel, clearly a reflective Jew 
53 For the Lord to come suddenly to His Temple (Mal3,1-2), for the ultimate meaning of 
the Sabbath to be recalled, for the born blind to receive sight, and for the dead to be raised, are 
each of them in context thus loaded. 
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might ask: to what purpose, these sufferings, these exiles, this pilgrirn existence, 
beginning with Abraham's leaving and living as a wandercr, the famine which takes 
Israel to Egypt, the oppression by the Egyptians, their wandering forty years in the 
wilderness? In the providence of God, these tbings arise not prirnarily as punish-
ments, whether for the illtreatment ofJoseph or for infidelity to the covenant, but as 
things permitted in orderthat God's people be tested, consolidated, and instructcd. 
God uses thc sins ofJoseph's brothers in order thatJoseph be there in Egypt to suc-
cour them in time of famine, and in order that, in the righting of things, as in the hea-
ling of the man born blind, God should be glorified. 
But to what purpose this people, thus tested, consolidated and instructed -- in 
orderthat in Abraham's seed all the nations of the world bc blessed? But how? By 
what means? In what way? Now, if one followed the thought of Isa 52-53, one 
might say that the nations of the world would be blessed through Israel, through 
Israel' s suffering on their behalf. And, as when ritual sacrifice is made to God it is to 
be ofthat which is without blemish, so it is to be the suffering of the just of Israel 
which is for the hallowing of God' s name, is to His glory, and is not for the sake of a 
rescue from human oppression, but for the sake of the rescue of the world from >>the 
sin of the world« and from Satan, »the ruler of this world«, the tempter to sin. 
What we have here goes beyond the idea thatJcwish ritual sacrifices are intended 
not only for the sake of the Jews, but for the sake of all peoples, and idea met with in 
the Talmud, e.g. » You should love us, for we have presented seventy sacrifices for 
you; but you did not love us, but rather hated us - and yet we pray for you« 
(Midrash Yalkut- Shim'oni on Psalm 109,4). 54 Rather what wc have isthat the 
non-ritual sacrifices of God's people and God's servant, i.e. their sufferings, have 
this universal function for the sake of all men. 55 
Klausner traces a positive attitude to the acceptance of suffering because of the 
iniquities of others (attributed, he supposes, onl y by late J ewish misconstruction, to 
the Messiah) in the Talmud, where he recognises it as attributed to Moses (referring 
54 Cf. H.]. Schoeps, Jewish-Christian Argument, London, 17. 
55 Indeed both Christian andJew, looking retrospectively, can now see this as part of the 
meaT1ing ofthe suffering of theJews, precisely asJews, i.e. »for the sanctification of the Name« as 
Jews say, as it has reached a new clarity in this century, bringing them into association withJesus, 
as weil as with earlier Jews who had died in the time of the Antiochene persecution and the Mac-
cabees. 
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to Berakoth 32a, and at length in Sotah 1, 14a). 56 But, although Klausnersees Moses 
in a certain way as prefiguring the Messiah, and ideas about each as significantly sha-
ping ideas of the other, and although he recognises the significance of the suffering 
servant passages in Deutero-Isaiah as the key element within that prophet' s under-
standing of the role of the Jewish people as a whole, he still insists that >>in the 
whole Jewish Messianic Literature of the Tannaitic period tl1ere is not trace of the 
Suffering Messiah<<, and constantly reiteratesthat the Kingdom of the J ewish Messiah 
is a Kingdom ofthis world, so that the saying »My kingdom is notofthis world<< for 
him exactly encapsulates one of the two key elements divorcing Christian from 
Jewish Messianism. 57 
But we have seen that it is only if a theme is seen in the Pentateuch, as weil as in 
the Prophetsand the W ritings, that aJ ew can properly regard it as inner to Scripture 
as a whole. But how can the suffering of God' s servant, Israel, on behalf of the world 
be seen as part of the meaning of the Pentateuch?- only if one adopts, as a principle 
of interpretation, the hermeneutical principle I enunciated before, taking the earthly 
realities described in the Pentateuch as figures of God' s global plan. 
I t will be recalled that it was consideration of the figures of the Lamb of the Pas-
sover, the manna or bread from heaven and the Blood of the Covenant which, in 
connection with the words of institution of the Eucharist in the Synoptics, drove us 
to attribute this principle to J esus himself. But now, is it not notable that the concepts 
invoked, of Lamb, Bread, Blood and'Life, as what is enshrined in blood, are high-
lighted in St.John's Gospel? And not only does St.John make bis Midrash extend 
back to Gen 1 and 2, and embrace Exod 3; 34 and 35, but also, he extends the appli-
cation of the idea of prefiguring from the purely immolatory sacrificial conceptions 
of the Pentateuch to others. Thus, the Temple, the manna and the rock from which 
water flows and the bronze serpent which, when lifted up gives life, are all taken as 
prefiguringJesus- and even the Torah, faithfulness to it, and the life-blood which 
56 Klausner, Messianicldea, 18 ( onMoses and the Messiah in respect of suffering). 157f.162-
168 (on Deutero-Isaiah). 405.459 (on the absence of the idea of the suffering Messiah in the Tan-
naitic period). 392, cf. 1 04ff.418.517 ( on the worldliness of the Kingdom of the Jewish Messiah); 
cf. as weil idem, Jesus of Nazareth (Book 8, especially Chapter 3). 
57 Klausner, Messianic Idea, is especially emphatic that the kingship of the Messiah is the 
kingship of this world, in this respect in stark cantrast with the kingship which is not of this world 
spoken of by Jesus to Pilate in St. John's Gospel. The key passages are loc.cit. 465f.519-31. 
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seals it.58 Always, there is something eartbly and literal which is itself a real gift or 
appointment by God, with its own place integral to Salvation-History, right objects 
of value or attachment for every J ew and for respect by mankind - the first pass-
over, the manna, the water from the rock, the law of Moses, the city of J erusalem, 
and the Jerusalem Temple- but always these prefigure something greater. 
Thus, upon examination, St. J ohn not only does much to @1 out the conceptions 
underlying the words of institution of the Eucharist, but he does this in a setting in 
which not just some, but all these symbolic and ceremonial elements from the Pen-
tateuch are conceived of as intended by God as figures of the Christ and his work ( cf. 
the discussion of St. John on the Eucharist in Heron).59 
N. How could a ]ew reconcile ]esus' Divinity with 
the worship of one God alone? 
I wish now to pass from my consideration in Section III of the roots inJewish 
thinking of the conception that the way of the Messiah was a way of suffering to a 
consideration of the person of J esus, of who he was, and, if he was the Messiah, of 
who and what this Messiah was. This is the subject of this, my final section. 
The consideration of the historical question of who and what J esus conceived 
hirnself to be, and of how the Apostles conceived these things in their early prea-
ching, needs tobe set within the context of the historical character ofJudaism in and 
before the time of Jesus and the Apostles. 
Judaism in the time ofJesus bad already long contained a certain inner dialectic. 
This obtains frequent Statements in the Old Testament. It is God before all others, 
who is King (1 Sam 8,7; Isa 43,15; 44,6; Ps 47 and 48), before all other Shepherd of 
58 This hermeneutical principle is not carried by St. John, and possibly was not carried by 
Jesus himself, as far as the author of the First Epistle ofJohn, and, before them, St. Paul took it. 
These writers apply the symbolism of the Day of Atonement to J esus, and there is no implication 
of this in St. J ohn or in the words of institution of the Eucharist, since the notion of sin-offering in 
Isa 53 is associated with a lamb, not a goat. The other new element in St. Paul, also found in Luke, 
is the suggestion thatJesus set up a newcovenant, doing away the old. The words ofinstitution of 
the Eucharist in Matthew and Mark suggest only one covenant, and the thought of St. John's 
Gospel places the workings of God towards theJews in a structured Strategierelation to hisplan 
for »every man that cometh into the world <<, without the legalistic thought of a succession of dif-
ferent covenants. 
59 Heran, Table, 42-53. 
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Israel (Ezek 34; Isa 40,11), Light (Exod 13,21-22; Isa 60,19-20,Ps 27,1), Rock (Isa 
44,8), Saviour (Isa 43,3; 45,15; 49,26), Redeemer (Isa 41-59), and Israel's Holy 
One (Isa 40-54), God, and no other beside Him. The theme ofYahweh as a jealous 
God is echoed in all the strains that entered into the completion of the Pentateuch. 
The same theme figures in the conception that David, Hezekiah andJosiah, after 
David, were alone amongst the kings in being faithful to Y ahweh, a faithfulness 
expressed in eliminating all rival cults, even on the hill-places, and even removing 
the bronze serpent from the temple, making all worship centre on the worship of 
Y ahweh alone, and this in J erusalem. It was accentuated in the restoration of the 
Temple in J erusalem after the Exile and in the whole priest!y and scribal develop-
ment, as theJews found it necessary to react against any tendency derived from Ira-
nian religion to worship angels or to set the personification of evil, Satan, on a par 
with God. The attachment to ritual exactness, evidenced in the Books of the Macca-
bees and elsewhere, was conceived of as a derivative expression of the worshipping 
of Y ahweh alone. 
There is no single uniquely eloquent expression of this monolatry. The rhetoric 
oflsa 40-59, insisting that God will do everythingHimself and not give His glory to 
another ( 42,8; 48,11 ), finds a rival in eloquence in the Passover Haggadah in the 
Mishnah on which Daube gives the following comment:60 
The Credo from Deuteronomy contains the declaration: »And the Lord heard 
our voice, and the Lord brought us forth out of Egypt with a mighty hand and 
with an outstretched arm and with great terribleness and withs signs and with 
wonders." The authors of the Passover Haggadahsee in the repetition of »the 
Lord<< - »the Lord heard our voice and the Lord brought us forth« instead of 
simply »and he brought us forth << ·-an indication of God' s personal activity; and, 
as usual, they support their contention by other texts from Scripture. This is what 
they say by way of comment: »Not through an angel, and not through a seraph, 
and not through a messenger, but the Holy One in His glory and Himself; as it is 
written (in Exodus 12: 12), For I will pass through the land of Egypt this night, 
and I will smite all the firstborn, and against all the gods of Egypt I will execute 
judgment, I the Lord<<. Then they go on to explain that each of the four clauses of 
the supporting text is intended to announce the carrying out of these deeds by 
God himself: >>For I will pass through Egypt- this means, I and not an angel; and 
I will smite all the firstborn - this means, I and not a seraph; and I will execute 
judgment - this means, I and not the messenger; I the Lord - this means, I am 
and no other<<. 
60 Daube, New Testament, 326. 
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The conception which debars even angels from any divine status, and which 
therefore allows them, but not God himself, to be seen by men ( cf. J n 1, 18) is tra-
ceable in the successive stages of compilation of the Pentateuchandin the Septua-
gint. It did not wait until the period after AD 70, although it continued in full force 
both in Rabbinie Judaism and in Christianity ( e. g. within the latter in the Apoca-
lypse and in the rejection as inadequate of Christologies relying on the notion of 
Jesus or the Holy Spirit as angels). 61 
Within this context, in which God is in every respect preeminent, there arises in 
allJudaism a secondary role for the chosen of God beginning crucially with Abra-
ham. The chosen of God becomes Israel, the elect people personified in the figure of 
the servant of God, and thought of, as a people, as having God as its father, and, as a 
people, personified in the »Son of man<< in Dan 7, given an everlasting kingdom. 
Within this context a role arises for uniquely functioned servants of God, above all 
Moses and David, and at least one figure to come in the future, the Messiah, inheri-
tor of the promises to David, presaged in Genesis 49,8-12, who is to redeem and 
restore Israel and all things. 
These figures of a creaturely nature, Israel, the Servant of God, and the Messiah, 
the Servant of God, allsametim es appear as if they were regarded as having attribu-
tes normally attributed to God alone. The Messiah is uniquely a king, a shepherd 
(Ezek 34,23), a redeemer who brings nations into Israel's dominion, and a light. 
(That the Messiah should be conceived of as »the Light« is unsurprising: Isa 9,1 and 
42,6f, along with Mal4,1ff or 3,19ff in some versions, were interpreted within the 
Talmud, where it is said »Lightisthe nameofMessiah",62 as well aswithin Christian 
tradition, vide Lk 2,32, as reckoning >>Light« as a Messianic title.) Israel is destined 
to a universal kingship, as well as tobe a light to the nations, possessed of glory, and 
with an everlasting name, not to be cut off. 
It is characteristic of later Rabbinie tradition, and of Christians following 
Ebionite or Arian teaching, and of Islam, all alike, to insist on the solely creaturely 
nature of all God's servants, not only Moses and David, but alsoJesus and Muham-
mad, any past or future prophet or Messiah, and to insist on the purely creaturely 
nature of God's people even as such, so that all attributions of such divine titles as I 
have instanced are secondary, derivative and metaphorical. This is made dramati-
cally clear in the expositians of]. Klausner. 63 
61 See Footnote 21. 
62 See Footnote 6. 
63 Klausner, Messianic Idea, 465ff.520-531 (Appendix). 
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By contrast the characteristic Christian response to this dilemma presented by 
the inner dialectic of pre-ChristianJudaism has been to insist thatJesus was indeed 
hirnself king, shepherd, light, Redeemer and Saviour, butthat God did not thereby 
give His glory to another becauseJesus was God andin him God was acting Him-
self. Accordingly, the key Christian claim is that, inJesus, one and the same person 
was at the same time: one with his Father, inseparable from the Father, as radiant 
light is imaginatively inseparable from the source of light, the wisdom and glory of 
God from God Himself; and truly man, descendant of Adam, fellow-servant and 
prophet with others before and after him, albeit perfect in his human expression of 
prayer and obedience to the Father. 
The divergence between the tendencies of later Judaism and the Christian deve-
lopment ofJewish ideas is perhaps most clearly seen in attitudes to the propriety of 
the use by Jesus of the expression I am as an announcement of the Messianic pre-
sence portrayed in the Gospels but especially in St. John's Gospel. 64 
Against this background of later controversy we have a key historical question: 
didJesus hirnself speak, prayor actinsuch a way so that, ifhewere not indeed bim-
self God in action, then it could rightly be complained that he spoke or acted as if 
God had given His glory to another ? 
Our frrst question must be as to what answer to this question is to be gleaned 
from a critical estimate of the Synoptic Gospels. Tothis we must note frrst that J esus 
was regarded by the Jewish authorities as guilty of blasphemy, the offence in view 
whenever he was in danger of being stoned. He incurred this accusation when he 
claimed to forgive sins, from his style of interpreting the Law as if authoritatively 
cognisant of the purposes of the law-giver, God, his application ofPs 110 to himself, 
his claim tobe greater than the Temple, and his peculiar way of speaking of God as 
64 It has been suggested (i) that the announcement I am was a peculiar mark of the uncove-
ring or baring of the Divine Presence, an uneavering signalled by ••great terribleness« and associa-
ted with His coming Hirnself to redeem; (ii) that, because of this, early Christian writings expect 
J ewish read ers to interpret it as announcing the presence of the Messianic redeemer; and ( iii) that, 
perhaps as a result of this, over the cemuries the use of this phrase inJudaism has become ever 
more guarded so as to survive almost only in the liturgy (Daube, New Testament, 325-329). In 
this way, an openness inJudaism to regard the presence of the Messiah as enshrining in itself an 
act ofGod engaged in redemption, stilltherein the time of.Jesus' ministry, would appearto have 
become increasingly hidden in later Judaism. Whether this is an historically true account of the 
history of the expression I am, so dramatically used in St.John's Gospel, and the significance of 
such a development is a matter for further enquiry. 
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his Father. The claim he made to an authority that transcended the authority of 
Moses, David or John the Baptist was rooted in this claim to be in a peculiar way 
»the Son<< (cf. Mk 12,6), a claim evidenced also in hisstyle of prayer. Upon reflec-
tion, although it would take another paper to establish it beyond reasonable dispute, 
there is enough in the Synoptic Gospels alone to make clear that either he was in 
some peculiar way one with his Father, or hewas guilty ofblasphemy, implying that 
God had given His glory to another. 
If we look at St. John's Gospel, we find that the picture he offers dovetails 
exactly with this critical distillation from the Synoptic Gospels. 
In the frrst place J esus is represented as regarded as guilty of blasphemy >>because 
he madehirnself equal with God« On 5,18; 10,33), i.e. he is portrayed as using the 
expression >>Son« of hirnself in a peculiar way such as to imply this special relation 
with the Father. J. Jeremias, despite certain qualifications, recognises the historicity 
of St. John' s Gospel in this respect65 and recognises that it was above all the Johan-
nine writings which led to >>the Father« becoming the name of God in Christendom 
(an observation in which he notes concurrence with T. W. Manson). 
In the second place, one has to recognise that in St. John, the roles whichJesus is 
represented as filling are distinctively supernatural, and, upon examination, one will 
discover reference to the same or orher likewise still umnistakably supernatural 
roles in the Synoptics. In St. John, the roles concerned include the exercise of judg-
ment, the raising of the dead to eternallife and the baptising of men with the Spirit. 
In the inner dialectic of Judaism, unless Jesus and his Father were indeed one, it 
would indeed be the case that the jealous God of the Pentateuch would have given 
His glory to another. 
W e can sum up the situation like this. 
If the institutions and events enacted in the Pentateuch presage anything more 
complete than what is described wirhin the Pentateuch itself, so mething different in 
kindas spirit is from flesh, something alive in such wise as tobe imperishable and not 
in need of renewal, so that there is indeed some further function stillieft for a succes-
sor to Moses, then the logic of monotheism requires that this prophet, this Messiah, 
this Servant, or this Son, who brings things to consummation and completion, be 
not other than the Rock and Shepherd who was Israel's Redeern er, stay and guide in 
the Exodus from Egypt andin the journey to Israel. If the role of this prophet or this 
Messiah is supernatural, is associated with the redemption and renewal of the whole 
65 ). jeremias, The Prayers of Jesus, London 1967, 53. 
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man, and with the establishing of the Law in the hearts of men, and not just of some 
men but of all men of every nation, and if it is thus associated with the giving of the 
Spirit not by measure, then either God has given His glory to another, or it is none 
other than He that has thus shown Hirnself. 
The instinct of Athanasius that the giving of the Spirit to men was a divine and 
not just a human work, enshrined in the assertion of the filioque in the Nicene Creed 
in AD 690 by the Council ofToledo in order, as it were, to drive a final nail into the 
coffin of Arianism (still alive in Visigothic Spain), seems a correct one. 
The Synoptics, even or especially in the light of modern critical approaches, give 
us no reason to rej ect or even be suspicious of the wa y J esus speaks of hirnself as the 
>>Son« in St. John's Gospel. Rather, upon examination, St. John's Gospel throws 
light upon the meaning of the expressions »Father<< and »Son<< as they occur in the 
Synoptic gospels. The Son, who prays to His Father, »Abba<<, is one who lives in 
knowledge of the Father in the sense of personal intirnacy with the Father. Thus, he 
is one to whom the Father shows things (we are intended tobe reminded of the way 
a human father may showhishuman son, as it were, as an apprentice, how he does 
things), so as tobe one who sees the Father and sees the Father working. Nowhere, 
outside St. John' s Gospel, do we find so much light thrown on the understanding of 
the word »son<< as used by Jesus ofhirnself. Theuse ofthe expression »sonof God<<, 
to refer to kings and servants of God, e.g. on occasions in which they take up a role 
in relation to the whole nation of Israel, does very little to explainJesus' way of spea-
king. 
However, precisely this way of speaking generates the problern I have 
described: as to how a man, J esus, can be thus one with the Father, without the 
Father having given His glory to another. InJudaism, what is fundamental is mono-
latry, that there is only One, One Name, tobe worshipped. Monotheism, whereby 
God has no equal in power, no metaphysical equal, and even the powers of evil 
derive from Hirn, although He is not author of their evil choice and deed, arises 
from the exploration of the presuppositions of monolatry, of there being One only 
to be worshipped. 
Accordingly, the so-called »exaltation-Christology<<, whereby Jesus is repre-
sented as only a man, only coming into existence late in time, after h.is Passion exal-
ted to the right hand of God and to a name above all names, fits weil only with pagan 
ways of thinking, accustomed to the deification of pharaohs and emperors, and 
oHers some palliative to the metaphysical instinct that a man could not be or become 
by nature divine. Butthis >>exaltation-Christology<< oHers no help whatsoever to the 
Jewish mind. On the contrary, it exacerbates the abomination and blasphemy by 
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making it more explicit. If St. Paul had offered an exaltation-Christology, as he did 
not, then this would have constituted the consummating insult to his J ewish antece-
dents and fellow-Jews.66167 
In the New Testament, only St. _lohn makes any moves pertinent not only to the 
recognition, but to the resolution of the J ews' problem. J esus is the W ord, T orah or 
Wisdom of the Father, the two inseparable as the source of radiance is inseparable 
conceptually from radiance, or as glory from the One who has glory. St. John 
explains thatJesus' body is the Temple of God, the place of Shekinah, i.e. the place 
where at once the W ord tabernacles amongst us and thereby the father Hirnself 
with him and in him: it is because the Father is present in J esus that J esus is able to 
give the Spirit. St. J ohn' s Gospel uses only concrete terms of the Father, while, of 
J esus, it uses both concrete terms such as » Son <<, » Messiah << etc., and abstract terms 
suchas » Word<<, »life<<, and »truth«, in thiswayfollowingthe samepath in therejec-
tion of polytheism which was later followed by Athanasius and the Councils of the 
Church. 68 Athanasius is especially Johanninein refusing to concede to the Arians 
any real distinction of ousia between God and His Wisdom. 
66 It is integral to any Christian Christology thatjesus passed, in his humanity, through a 
series of stages, and underwent a growth, wherein his humanity, through obedience, became 
enlarged and an ever fuller expression of his divinity. Humanity, through obedience, expressive 
of Iove, is made capable of enlargement to enjoy glory, and capable of a fecundity whereby others 
share this glory. More particularly, it is peculiarly explicit in St. John' s Gospel thatJ esus' giving of 
the Spirit had to wait until his death, and indeed that the main purpose ofhis death was to make 
this giving of the Spirit possible. In St. J ahn, he pass es from a stage of humility wherein the Spirit 
is not yet given except to Jesus hirnself to a state of glory wherein it is given to all those who 
>>believe on him«. 
67 Of course, this popular »exaltation-Christology<< is ultimately useless, not only for the 
purpose of doing justice to Jewish monolatry, but also for the purpose of providing any real pal-
liative to the reflective mind, represented supposedly by the Greeks. 
God is not the subject of a box of properties, some of which, like »eternity<<, >>omniscience<< and 
>>omnipotence«, are especially odd to attribute to a man, and others of which, such as »good-
ness«, >>truthfulness<<, >>mcrt\\'" and »fidelity«, belang to God in just the samesense and manner 
as they belang to human beings, except that He is >>perfect«. Rather, God possesses none of these 
moral attributes in the same sense or the same manner as men possess them, but only in a way 
that makes them inseparable from His being and His nature as Creator, the source of all being. 
Creation is not the work of a different Iove than salvation. 
68 In discussion ofthe Holy Spirit there tends tobe much confusion. In the Old Testament it 
is natural to treat >>the Spirit<< as a concrete term, the subject of concrete predications, i.e. expe-
cially predications of speech and action. It is not, like >>wisdom<<, »truth<<, and »life«, an abstract 
term. Therefore, Luke, in his Gospelandin Acts, and St. John's Gospel follow in a thoroughly 
Semitic tradition in speaking concretely of the Spirit, i.e. speaking of it as an hypostasis. It is as 
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IV.a Knowledge of Christ's Divinity has tobe compatible with Monolatry 
W e need to distinguish three questions: (i) how the Apostles became able while 
J esus was with them, before the inception of their preaching at Pentecost, to know 
and confess J esus as Lord and proper to be worshipped, as witnesses of J esus' glory, 
not speculators; (ii) how men of later tirnes, e.g. the Church of the IVth Century 
Councils and we ourselves today, can know and confessJesus as thus fully Lord, in 
virtue of the Apostles' witness; and (iii) how Jesus knew hirnselftobe the Son, uni-
quely one with the Father, and not wrongly addressed as fully Lord, possessed of 
the glory of his Father, i.e. how he knew his >>divinity<< in the sense ofintimacy and 
unity with the Father, which transcended in its effects anything any possible special 
commissioning might achieve inasmuch as what he did God did Hirnself, andin no 
way had given to another to do in place of Hirnself 
Thus, as to (iii) it would not make psychological sense to suppose thatJesus wai-
ted upon experirnent or human testirnony before knowing of his authority to teach, 
his capacity to raise the dead, and his situation as the one who would give the Spirit 
and draw all men to himself, or, in general, before knowing that he was the one look-
ed forward to in prophecies from Moses untilJohn the Baptist; rather he must have 
known it from some peculiar intirnacy, as man, with the Father. But it still remains 
that he must know it in such a way as never to violate the monolatrous character of 
Judaism: indeed, it is this consideration that lies at the root of the dogmatic insi-
stence on his intirnacy as man, and not only as God, with the Father. That is, it must 
not be that as man, he prayed as aseparate personor 1-centre to God, Father, Word 
and Spirit, butthat he as man, lmew hirnself as one with his Father, as W ord, as inse-
parable from his Father. 69 However, the point of m y last observation is not to move 
natural to speak of the Spirit of the Lord hypostatically as to speak ofthe Angel of the Lord hypo-
statically, although there is less temptation or invitation to suppose that in so speaking one is 
speaking of an hypostasis distinct from the Lord himself. 
Waht is new in Christianity is the apparent intrusion of the Son in between the Father and the 
Spirit. This is the first thing which forces upon Christians the understanding of the Spirit as a 
distinct hypostasis, third in the Trinity, sent upon men by the Father and the Son. And it invites 
theologians attempting to explain the unity of God to use abstract terms of the Spirit also as weil 
as of the Son, e.g. so that the Spirit is the brightness of the radiance of the Father, or the breath 
breathed upon men to enliven and unify the church or people of God, or the Love within the 
Godhead which overflows in Creation and the New Creation. 
69 K. Rahner, Current Problems in Christology, in: Theological Investigations, I, strangely 
imagines it tobe a dogmatic datum thatJesus, in his humanity, was an attitude of creaturely ado-
ration to the Logos, and unsurprisingly proceeds from this mistake to develop a theory of a 
distinct human »I-centre<< in Christ. 
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out of the fields of exegesis and history into the field of dogmatics, but merely to 
insist that whatever theory70 one holds of Jesus' human knowledge of his Father, 
this knowledge must be understood in a way that respects the monolatry I have por-
trayed. 
However, whereas Jesus hirnself must know his »divinity«, in the sense which I 
specified, and therefore as having no separate glory or being (ousia) from the Father, 
through his own mode of human knowledge of the Father, by contrast, neither the 
Apostles, nor any others for whom monotheism of J ewish character is a datum ( e. g. 
the church in each later generation), can confess his divinity without blasphemy, 
except in accord with some such dialectic as I have outlined. By this I mean a dialec-
tic which begins by insisting that God does not give His glory to another, and then 
proceeds to insist that the Messiah can act or receive worship in ways appropriate to 
God alone, but only because, when the Messiah acts or is present, it is God Hiluself 
who acts and is present, He Hilnself who redeems and receives glory. Hence the 
confession of the Messiah' s divillity becomes in itself an expression ofthat ultimate 
monotheism wherein God does not give His glory to another, but out of love acts 
Hiluself with all that this involves. 
Thus J esus' mode of knowledge of his unity with the Father must be compatible 
with, and even invite the dialectic I have outlined. But, by contrast, the knowledge 
which the Apostles and the later Church have of Jesus' divinity must be, not just 
compatible with, but based upon this dialectic. 
70 Galot, Who is the Christ?, concedes that J esus' mode of knowledge of the Father must 
have been sui generis, unique to himself, but rejects the Scholastic and Patristic theory of the Beati-
fic Vision by Jesus of the Father from the time of his conception. The Beatific Vision has been 
supposed to imply, in a person enjoying the perfection of charity with the Father, completeness 
of knowledge even in the human mode, and to be alien to the pilgrim or slave ( cf. Phil2,5ff) state 
of Jesus, tempted or tried like us (Heb 4,15). 
But the inference here depends on supposing that the vision of God must in all cases imply the 
state of glory, as in Heaven after Jesus' Ascension, and this inference is ill-justified. Moreover, 
considering John of the Cross's exposition of contemplation as a »loving unconceptualised 
knowledge of God«, it seems that, sinceJesus' knowledge ofhis Father surpassed that of contem-
plation by such mystics in not being based on, and in its direction dependent on, the pointing 
made possible by testimony ( and faith, as belief upon testimony), it is not clear that he lacked the 
Beatific Vision, but only clear that this did not imply a normal or verbalisable conceptual human 
knowledge ofall things. His knowledge of the things of this world was as with other human 
beings, in bis preglorified state, empirical or prophetic in character, except insofar as it arose 
directly from bis non-conceptual knowledge of and relationship with his Father- arose directly 
in the way that knowledge of bis identity and authority in judging of bis mission and knowledge 
of the corollaries ofhis Father' s power, mercy and righteousness must arise directly or be insepa-
rable from this knowledge and relationship. 
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IV.b Jesus' humanity in St. John's Gospel 
It isaplausible historical view that the expressionJesus hirnself used to refer to 
hirnself by preference in his public utterances was »the Son of Man<<. This view has 
been suggested to many by critical study of the Synoptic Gospels. However, the 
meaning of the expression is mysterious. At this point there seems to be something 
funher to be learnt from St. John's Gospel. 
St. John's Gospel constantly refers to Jesus as the Son, meaning Son of the 
Father, but, if it expands the expression >>the Son<<, it more often expands it as »the 
Son of Man<< (e.g. 1,51; 3,15; 5,27; 6,27.53.62; 8,28; 9,35-39; 12,34; cf. 3,31; 
6,38.50; 7,33; 8,14) than as »the Son of God<<, although the latter does occur natu-
rally and cruciaily in 20,31. The expression »the Son ofMan<< seems tobe used, not 
in order to ailude to Daniel, but as an expository concept, the person sent from or 
come from heaven, always in the act or situation of intimacy with the Father, the 
heavenly man, being contrasted with ail that is of the Earth, earthly, perishable, pos-
sessed only of indirect knowledge, and needing tobe born again ( cf. Chapter 3). The 
nearest we come in the non-Johannine writings to this conception may be in St. 
Luke, where Jesus, Son of God, conceived of the Virgin Mary, is thereby set beside 
Adam, son of God, as weil as being a descendant of Adam, andin this dual role enters 
into the T emptations, and thereby takes the first steps on the path towards the exo-
dos he was to accomplish inJerusalem (Lk 9,31). It is as if the only-begotten who is 
in the bosom of the Father was made flesh and dwelt amongst us in order thereby to 
reconstitute the role of man in intirnacy and apprenticeship to the Father, the role 
from which Adam feil back- or, in Athanasius' terms, he became man in order to 
recreate man after the irnage of God. It is noteworthy that the strategicaily most 
important occurrences of the expressionn>Son of Man<< in the other Gospelsand 
Acts are either in connection with the vocation to suffer or eise involve a reference, 
not prirnarilyto Dan7, butto Ps 110 (viz. Mk 14,62 and Ac7 ,56). TheunityofJesus 
as man with the Father, and the fact that it is as man that the Son of God, co-eternal 
with the Father, is priest is supremely expressed in St. John's Chapter 17. 
V Concluding remarks 
V.l Exegesis of St. John' s Gospel and Comparison with the other Gospels 
In Section I, we saw how St. John' s Gospel appeared tobe addressed to J ews. In 
Section II, we exhibited how St. John's Gospel was peculiarly Jewish in the pre-emi-
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nence in its thought patterns of the Pentateuch and what could be regarded as Penta-
reuehai concepts; we saw how interpretation along these lines removed any basis for 
the supposition that it enshrined a Gnostic or Hellenistic epistemology or metaphy-
sics; finally, I showed the pre-eminence of the Pentateuch for St. John even in pro-
vingJesus tobe He who was to come. In Section III, I established that St. John threw 
morelight on the historical question as to how J esus and the Apostles, as Jews, could 
have envisaged from the Scriptures God' s Appointed One as having a vocation to suf-
fering and death. In Section IV, I have marked out how John alone amongst New 
Testament writers takes cognisance of the absolute demands upon Christianity 
made by the monolatrous character of Judaism. 
Thus, in St. John's Gospel we have what may fairly clairn to be the most 
inwardly Jewish of all the writings of the New Testament. St. Matthew's Gospel is 
adapted in style and detail to aJewish audience, but reaches less far into the deeper 
demands ofJudaism: viz. faithfulness to the Pentateuch; explanation ofhow it could 
be that the Christ must suffer; explanation of how putting the name of the Son next 
to the name of the Father fails to violate the principle that God retains to Hirnself the 
glory of being Hirnself the Redeemer of His people. The Synoptic Gospels, for a 
!arge part, represent adaptations and reorganisations of material integral to Chri-
stian catechesis, viz. sayings of Jesus, accounts of his miracles, and accounts of his 
Passion and Resurrection. St. John's Gospelshows knowledge of the same types of 
catechetical material, while incorporating many distinctive historical traditiolls, but 
is of a quite different literary genre. It uses a small number of narratives, dialogues 
and discourses to presellt a kind of Midrash, a Midrash on one hand Oll select parts 
of the Pentateuch, and on the other hand, Oll the Temptation narratives and the 
words of institutioll of the Eucharist. 
It is remarkable that in the use within St. Johll's Gospel of the expressions »the 
Son« and »the Son ofMan«, we seem tobe, notata stageof elaboration alld ofcon-
struction, constituting a development of earlier usage and thought, but rather at a 
stage of earlier insight, renderillg less puzzling what in the Synoptics has already 
become enigmatic. This is also true in subsidiary matters such as the strange referen-
ces in the Synoptics to Jesus as greater thall the Temple (Mt 12,16) alld the garbled 
accounts given by the false witllesses at Jesus' trial of some sayillg of Jesus about 
rebuilding the Temple. 
It is remarkable that St. Johll's Christology should turn outtobe so close to the 
supposedly most primitive Christology, which some scholars have located in the 
sennans in the Acts andin St. Mark's Gospel, whose theology 0. Cullmann attri-
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butes to St. Pete/ 1 but which, atleast in respect of Acts and St. John, ma y, it has been 
suggested,72 be alike referred to the form ofJewish Christianity practiced in the pro-
vince of Judea. 
lt might seem that amongst many theologians in the earliest Church, we have 
two giants, Paul and John, and, if Cullmann be right, these two with Peter a runner 
ahead. But there seems tobe this difference between Paul and the author of St. John' s 
Gospel, that the inner Jewishness of St.John's Gospel, as Ihave delineated it, is such 
that one cannot be certain that its key conceptions are original. Rather, it seems 
plausible that it gives us the most direct access we have in the New Testament to the 
thought ofJesus himself, in the days ofhis flesh: firstly inregard to his hermeneutic 
of the Pentateuch, particularly as this is relevant to the Temptations and the Eucha-
rist; secondly in regard to his understanding of his mission to suffer and die; and 
thirdly, in relation to his character as the Son of the Father. 
V.2 Implications for the History of Religions 
It is vital to clear thinking that one should recognise that the same questions can 
arise both in dogmatics and in historical studies. For instance, to take the most 
obvious case, it is a requirement of Christian dogrnatics that J esus of Nazareth was a 
J ew and that he was crucified: these facts figure as elements in Christian teaching and 
the Christian exposition of salvation-history. But whether Jesus was aJew and whe-
ther he was crucified are not only questions for Christian dogmatics, but also que-
stions of history. 
In a parallel way, the question of the extent to which Christianity was an unfol-
ding or a proper development of earlier Judaism and of the extent to which it has to 
be conceived of as involving a violation of its Jewish roots is not only a question of 
dogrnatics but also a question in the history of religions. 
The relevant issues have tobe seen in the light of our argument in Section IV. If 
doctrinal development in the early Church was creative in respect of the divinity of 
Jesus, and not a making explicit of what was already implicit in the preaching and 
witness of the Apostles, then either it amounts to a new revelation whose credentials 
are dubious, or it has no more than the status of human speculation. Likewise, if the 
Apostles' preaching ofJesus involved anything whichJesus himself, sofaras he was 
faithful to hisJewish inheritance, would have regarded as foreign to his own selfun-
71 0. Cullmann, Peter. Disciple, Apostle and Martyr, Philadelphia 1953. 
72 Parker, Kinship, 187-205. 
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derstanding, in respect of who he was, his mission, and its groundedness in the Pen-
tateuch, then it will also amount to nothing more than a possibly inspired human 
speculation. If Jesus' selfunderstanding left worship of him alien, then any later 
worship ofhim would be thus foreign. There can be for aJew, or to anyonefaithful 
to what is essential to J ewish religion, no passing from the worship of the one God of 
Israel to the worship of another beside Hirn, without this passing being noticed. 
Now, true, this has clear implications for dogmatics since it is a requirement of 
Christian dogmatics that the religion of the New Testament be a consistent develop-
ment of the Revelation made to theJews in the Old Testament. But, quite indepen-
dently of the question of the validity of the religion of the Old Testament and the 
separate question of the validity of Christianity, questions of Jewish and Christian 
dogmatics on which the history of religions takes up no stand, there remains the 
question in the history of religions whether in its origin Christianity represented a 
development, specialisation or determination of ancientJudaism or whether, on the 
contrary, it constituted a new religion as Islam constituted a new religionrelative to 
the Judaism and Christianity of its time. 
In order to give a determinate sense to this question in the history of religions, 
one needs frrst to establish the extent to which Judaism in the time of Jesus was 
already >>closed«: to this preliminary query Ireturn the answer that, on the one 
hand, it was not yet »closed« or determined in the direction of later Rabbinie 
Judaism but that, on the other hand, there did exist analready established »core« or 
»mainstream « with the marks I enumerated at the start of this paper. And one needs 
secondly to clarify the question of the extent to which any relevant distinctions are 
to be made between what J esus' own understanding of hisrelationship to the Father 
actually was and the portrayal of this understanding in the Gospels: and it will be 
here a matter for inquiry how much turns on so-called »redaction-history« and how 
much on exegesis -in general it is the exigencies of exegesis which determine how 
much »redaction-history« has to be postulated and drawn into the debate. 
What our argument in section IV has shown for the history of religions is the fol-
lowng. It is an historical requirement on the possibility of regarding Christianity as 
in its origin not a new religion, but a development ofJudaism, a requirement arising 
from the nature ofJewish monolatry, an historical requirement quite independently 
of its being a requirement of dogmatics: 
(i) that the Church's confession ofJesus' divinity should be compatible withJesus' 
own self-understanding; 
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(ii) that this self-understanding should have included thatJesus, in the days of his 
ministry had an actual human knowledge of his divinity; and 
(iii) that he had this in a way compatible with Jewish monolatry. 
Any other account involves a gulf, either betweenJudaism andJesus, or between 
Jesus and the Church at some later stage (whether the Church of the Apostles or the 
Church at some later date), a gulf over which no bridge is possible. 
What we have shown in this paper as a whole is how it isSt. John's Gospel, pro-
perly understood, which more than any other part of the New Testamentshows 
that there is no such gulf. 
